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Impact of Cost of Capital and Financial Leverage on Profits:
An Empirical Analysis

Dr. DD Chaturvedi*
Dr. M K Gupta**
Dr. Vinay Srivastava***
Dr. Prateek Gupta****

Abstract

In order to carry out its normal business activities, every industrial organization must have adequate amount 
of capital at its disposal. As the capital is regarded as the lifeblood of an organization and are available in a 
limited quantity, an industrial organization must acquire and spend the same in a planned and systematic 
manner. In general, the potential sources of capital are owner’s equity, retained earnings, undistributed profit 
and borrowed money. For most large business operations, borrowed money from banks and other specialized 
financial Institutions are used. The very policy of supplementing owner’s equity with borrowed money can only 
be supported when the Return on Investment (ROI) is sufficiently large and a bigger margin of income is 
available after meeting all fixed charges including Cost of Capital. It has been observed that a large number of 
industrial organizations have a propensity of making a lavish use of borrowed money without considering its 
earning potential. Such a policy can spell disaster for the enterprise leading to failure and bankruptcy in the 
long run. This paper examines the implications of cost of capital and financial leverage on profits and 
financial position of the selected firms

Keywords: Owner’s Equity, Retained Earnings, Undistributed Profits, Borrowed Money

Introduction

Policy often adopted by industrial undertakings is 
the unplanned and indiscriminate use of borrowed 
money and other modes of financing which totally 
distorts its capital structure. The ultimate 
implications of such policies on the financial 
position of an industrial organization can be very 
unsatisfactory both in the short-run and long-run 
prospective. Thus it is very much imperative that 
every successful industrial organization must pay 
adequate consideration to the vital question of 
financial Leverage and Cost of Capital. 

Review of Literature

Survey of the literature shows that a large number of 
researchers have carried out extensive research in 
the field of Capital Structure and Cost of Capital. 
Notable among them are David Durand, Ezra 
Solomon Barnes Baumol et. Scott, Haley and Schell, 
J.V. Elliott and they came up with the important 
findings. However, these studies were mostly based 
on data available in the advanced countries likes 
U.K., U.S.A, et. The foregoing resume of research 
work shows that no systematic study has yet been 
made to test the validity of these important concepts 
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in the context of the industrial undertakings 
operating in developing countries. So far as 
Bangladesh is concerned, no study in this area was 
conducted and thus the present paper seeks to make a 
humble beginning in this respect.

Objectives of the Study 

?To examine the impact of retained earning as 
internal source of finance on profitability.

?To examine the implication of use of fixed cost 
capital for enhancing the owner’s equity.

?To suggest a suitable composition of fixed and 
variable capital for maximizing the earning per 
share.

Research Methodology

For this study, the necessary data have been collected 
from the concerned companies’ actual field 
investigation. These data have been used in 
computing certain specific ratios mentioned in the 
accounting literature. These ratios would help in 
evaluating the financial position of the selected 
companies the throw ample light on their respective 
financial policies. In this study, a small sample of 
three companies – two cigarette manufacturing and 
ceramic manufacturing industrial units have been 
selected. The identity of the company has been kept 
anonymous as per the request of the suppliers of the 
data. Based on the data contained in their Balance 
Sheet and Profit and Loss Account of the sample 
companies for a period of three years. In total six 
categories of ratios via; Trading on Equity, under-or 
overtrading, under-or over capitalization, Financial 
Leverage; Debt Paying Capacity and Cost of Capital 
has been calculated. The detailed calculation and 
results has been shown in three schedules namely A, 
B and C for three companies X, Y and Z respectively.

Financial Leverage 

Schell and Haley define Financial Leverage as, “the 
effect of debt financing on shareholder’s income or 
financing the firm’s development projects with 
outside debt.” It also refers to a case where fixed 
income securities such as Preference Share Capital 

and Debt Capital are used as a means of financing, 
Financial Leverage may also be defined, as “the 
ability of a firm to use fixed financial charge to 
magnify the effect of EBIT on the firm’s earning per 
share.” In other word, financial leverage involves the 
use of funds obtained at a fixed cost in the hope of 
maximizing shareholder’s return.”Charles Ellis 
observes that a favourable financial leverage occurs 
when a firm earns more by investing than the fixed 
charges paid for their use. In case of unfavorable 
financial leverage, it is not worthwhile for a firm to 
borrow. This policy of financing is often termed as 
“trading on the equity”. Likewise, and unfavorable 
financial leverage takes place when a firm earns less 
or equal to the cost required to be paid for the use of 
the borrowed fund or where the ROI is less than the 
limited cost fund. In such a case, borrowing is not 
justified. Thus it is evident that the use of borrowed 
fund if used judiciously increases ROI without 
requirement of additional fund from the equity 
stockholders. However when earnings are low 
during economic recession, the use of borrowed 
fund reduces the earning of the common 
shareholders.” Many financial managers argue that 
the financial leverage is the most important among 
the leverage concepts. It is particularly applicable in 
the capital structure management. A firm’s capital 
structure is the relation between debt and equity 
capital that makes up the firm’s financing of the 
assets. A firm using no debt capital is said to have all 
equity capital structure. Since most firms have a 
capital structure. Since most firms have a capital 
structure comprising of both debt and equity, the 
firm’s have a capital structure comprising of both 
debt and equity, the firm’s financial manager is 
highly concerned with the right choice of debt and 
equity. It determines the relationship that should 
exist between debt and equity capital at a given point 
of time. A firm which makes no use of mixed charge 
securities have a purely equity capital structure and 
thus have no financial leverage at all.

Another term is more frequently used in connection 
with financial leverage is “over trading”. Gupta is 
of the view that overtrading is a curse for business. It 
squeezes the vitality of the business and brings it on 
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the verge of insolvency. It arises from maximization 
of sales. When the management pursues such a 
policy, it is compelled to make more credit purchase 
and hire people to carry on wok in the factory in 
order to meet supply commitments. It requires a long 
time to convert the finished goods into cash and as a 
result, huge stocks of goods are kept blocked in the 
pipeline. On the other hand, necessity for cash arises 
to pay the routine business expenses such as rates, 
interest, salary and wages and payment to the 
supplier of goods. In such a case, the firm is caught in 
a vicious trap. Under a severe financial pressure, the 
company may be compelled to adopt a policy of 
selling goods at less than the cost price just to meet 
its financial obligations. On the other hand, under 
trading implies that a business entity is compelled to 
undertake low volume of business, as its capital base 
is inadequate. This occurs mainly due to 
underdevelopment of the assets of the firm, leading 
to drop in sales volume, which leads to financial 
crisis. This means that the business is unable to meet 
its financial obligations and ultimately lead to forced 
liquidation. Overcapitalization refers to a case 
where the earnings of a company are not sufficient to 
justify a fair return on the amount of share capital and 
debt that has been used. It is also said to be 
overcapitalized when the total of owned and 
borrowed capital exceeds the fixed and current 
assets i.e., when it shows accumulated loss on the 
right side of the balance sheet. Such a situation may 
be remedied by reducing capital to such a level, 
which helps in achieving desirable balance between 
proprietor’s fund and net profit. If over-
capitalization is the result of overvaluation of the 
assets, this should be remedied by scaling down the 
value of the assets to its proper value. 
Undercapitalization implies that the owned capital 
is less than the total borrowed capital; it is a definite 
case of undercapitalization. It indicates that the 
owned capital of the business is inadequate is 
comparison with the scale of operation and thus very 
much dependent upon borrowed capital and trade 
creditors. Undercapitalization is usually caused by 
under trading.

Cost of Capital

Whenever some amount of capital is invested in a 
business operation, it is generated into cost and the 
ultimate recovery of the capital through recouping 
the cost involves delay or time lag. Here the actual 
owner of the capital id deprived of its possession and 
the user of the capital derives the benefit. Therefore 
the user/borrower must pay a certain amount of 
money to the owner of the capital, which may be 
termed as “cost of capital”. It may also be termed as 
“time cost of capital”. The term “cost of capital” 
includes such item of cost as dividend paid to equity 
and preferences shareholders, interest paid on loan 
and such other charges. In operational terms, cost of 
capital refers to the discount rate that will be used in 
determining the present value of the estimated future 
cash proceeds and eventually deciding whether the 
project is worth undertaking or net. In essence, it is 
defined as the minimum or required rate of return 
that the firm must earn on the investment for the 
market value of the firm to remain unchanged. In 
economic theory, the required rate of return should 
be equal to the company’s cost of capital. This is the 
cost of debt capital plus equity capital weighted by 
respective amount of each type in the company’s 
financial structure. Let us assume that a company in 
which the debt capital i.e. bond has cost of 7%. The 
cost of equity capital i.e., common share is 18 per 
cent and in which 40 per cent of the total capital is 
debt and the remaining 60% is equity, them the cost 
of capital may be calculated as follows:-

=Debt proportion x Debt rate + Equity proportion x 
equity rate. 

=0.4 x 7% plus 0.6 x 18% = 13.6%.

The cost of capital is a basic input into capital 
investment decision. In the present Value Method of 
Discounted Cash Flow Techniques, the Cost of 
Capital is used as the discount rate to calculate the 
NPV or Net present Value. The profitability index or 
Benefit-Cost Ratio is similarly employed to 
determine the present value of future cash flow. 
When the Internal Rate of Return method is used, the 
computed IRR is compared with the Cost of Capital. 
The concept of cost of capital thus constitutes 
integral part of the investment decision.  
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Capital Structure

The term “Capital Structure” essentially refers to the 
combination of firm’s financing strategy and denotes 
to the proportion of long-term debt, preference share 
and common equity in relation to the total capital 
exhibited in the Balance Sheet. It may also be 
defined as a mixture of debt and equity that 
comprises the financing of the assets of a company. 
Some of the authors prefer to exclude short-term 
fund from the capital structure. But Hampton argues 
that the short-term fund may become an integral part 
of the capital structure if it is used as a permanent 
source of financing for a reasonably long period of 
time. The capital structure should be a balanced one 
and suitable to the company’s business operation. It 
is a very delicate phenomenon and should be 
handled with care. An unplanned capital structure 
may often lead to failure and bankruptcy of a 
Company. 

Result and Interpretation

The details of the ratios calculated have been shown in 
schedule. A concerning company under investigation 
is engaged in manufacturing and sale of ceramic were. 
The capital gearing ratio shows that even if   the 
company has reduced the proportion of debt from 67% 
to 51%, still it is about half of the total capital 
employed in the business. As far as under-or 
overtrading is concerned, ratio number 1 to 3 showed a 
gradual improvement but there has been a sizable 
increase in the volume of sundry creditors and stock. 

This means that the company is engaged in 
overtrading. The ratios under-capitalization group 
shows that inspire of some improvement in ROI, and 
Current Ratio, the other two ratios namely 
proprietary ratio and Current Ratio has not registered 
any tangible progress. The results derived under 
financial leverage existence of some amount of 
leverage but there was hardly any improvement in 
EFS and FE ratio even though there was some 
improvement in ROL. A Close examination of the 
debt paying capacity ratios shows that the Debt 
Coverage Ratio and Debt Equity Ratio have 
remained basically constant with a very marginal 
increase in CFC ratios it may be added here that the 

cost of capital could not be calculated due to tack of 
necessary information. 

Schedule B shows the results of the ratios calculated 
for the Company Y. this company is a leading 
cigarette manufacturer of the country and has 
recently entered into the export market. Here the 
Capital Gearing Ratio shows that the company has 
reduced the proportion of outside debt in its Capital 
Structure to a minimum of 5% from 24%. So far as 
under-or overtrading is concerned, the rising trend in 
Sundry creditor and Inventory volume gives an 
indication of definite Overtrading. Here the ratio of 
sales to net worth has increased but this is more than 
offset by poor or low turnover and negative working 
capital. Under capitalization group of ratios, the 
results provide a gloomy picture of the company’s 
financial position. The proprietary and Return on 
Equity Ratio shows a downward trend and the 
current ratio is below the standard level of 2:1. 
Therefore, the company suffered from serious 
financial crisis. The results derived under the 
financial leverage group provides further evidence 
that inspire of limited use of outside debt, all the 
ratios are on the decline indicating an worsening 
trend in its financial position. In completes 
conjunction with the foregoing finding, the debt 
paying capacity also indicated a downward trend and 
hence the company would not be able to meet its debt 
and other financial obligations. Here also, the cost of 
capital could not be calculated due to lack of 
necessary information. 

The results displayed in schedule C relate to 
company Z, which is a cigarette manufacturer of 
relatively large size. It is a Multinational Company 
engaged in manufacturing and sale of quality brand 
cigarettes. The capital-gearing ratio shows that the 
company has totally reduced its dependence on 
outside debt. And hence has no gearing or leverage. 
As far as under-or overtrading is concerned, ratio 
number 1 to 3 has registered quite sizable increase 
with declining volume of inventory. The overall 
indication is one of overall indication is one of 
overtrading. The result under the capitalization 
group of ratios makes it apparent that the proprietary 
and current ratios are more or less static and is below 
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Category

A. Trading an Equity 

1.  Capital gearing 

      Ratio

B.  Under or Over trading

1.   Sales Turnover

2.   Sales to Net Worth

3.   Sales to Working Capital

4.   Volume of Sundry Creditors 

5.   Inventory level stock of finished goods

Formula 

Equity capital + Reserve

Long – term Debt

Net Income Sales

Sales Share Capital

Sales working capital 

2012-13

67%

0.0179

0.6161

1.8561

50,5584000

593688000

2013-14

64%

0.0440

2.2377

3.7224

183352000

4922585000

2014-15

51%

0.1411

2.6586

6.2414

397558000

637547000

prescribed standard level. The only silver line from 
the equity shareholder’s point of view is the high rate 
of return on equity. This would no doubt maximize 
the shareholders income. From the results under the 
financial leverage group, it appears that the degree of 
financial leverage has been reduced to a minimum. 

It may be further added here that despite some 
increase in the Return on Investment, the Earning per 
Share is far from satisfactory keeping in view the 
large volume of capital invested. The Price Earnings 
Ratio could not be calculated due to lack of 
necessary data. The evaluation of the debt paying 
capacity revealed that the company has reduced its 
burden of outside debt totally. The margin of debt 
coverage is very small and a slight drop in assets 
owned by the company may cause serious financial 
difficulty. The only hope of improvement is the high 
rate of CFC Ratio. Here also the cost of capital could 
not be calculated due to lack of necessary 
information. 

Conclusion

For the purpose of establishing financial discipline 
every, successful industrial organization must pay 
paper attention to the vital question of Cost of 
Capital and financial leverage. The Cost of Capital in 
relation to a company must be carefully defined and 
determined. As a general rule, no investment project 
should be accepted where the rate of return is less 
than the Cost of Capital. As far as Financial Leverage 
is concerned, it should be applied with great care and 
caution. During the periods of uncertainty, risk or 
recession, financial leverage should hardly be used 
as a means of financing. Whenever financial 
leverage is used, the management should make a 
determined effort to increase Return on Investment, 
which should be sufficient enough to cover the Cost 
of Capital and leave a comfortable margin of 
income. The goal of higher earning can only be 
achieved through increasing the profit margin and 
the rate of assets turnover. It can be safely inferred 
here that a pragmatic decision in respect of Cost of 
Capital and Financial Leverage is a prerequisite for 
achieving optimal Capital Structure.

Impact of Cost of Capital and Financial Leverage on Profits: An Empirical Analysis
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X Co Ltd. Cigarette Manufacture, Results of Ratio Calculation

Sources: Annual reports of relevant financial years
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Category of Ratios

A.   Trading on Equity

1.    Capital-gearing

       Ratio

                                                                      Case Study

B.   Under-or Overtrading

1.    Sales Turnover

2.    Sales to Net worth

3.    Sales to Working capital

4.    Volume of Sundry Creditors

5.    Inventory level

C.   Under-or Over-Capitalization 

1.    Proprietary Ratios

2.    Current Ratio

3.    Return on equity

D.   Financial Leverage

1.    Degree of financial Leverage  

2.    Earnings per share

3.    Price earnings ratio

4.    Return on investment

E.    Debt-paying Capacity

1.     Debt Coverage Ratio

2.     Debt- Equity Ratio

3.    Cash Flow Coverage

       Ratio 

F.   Cost of Capital

      Weighted Average

      Cost of capital

Formula

Equity capital + Reserve

Long – term Debt 

Net Income Sales

Sales Share Capital

SalesWorking capital

Shareholders’ Equity

Total Capital Employed

Current Assets 

Current liabilities

Net profit 

Total equity

EBIT

EBIT --- INTEREST 

Net profit

No. of Equity share 

Market price per share

Earnings per share 

Net profit

Total capital employed

 

Creditors fund

Total Assts

Long – term debt

Owners Equity

EBIT + Depreciation

+ Non cash Charges

Interest on debt

Equity Proportion x 

Equity Rate + Debt

Proportion x Debt Rate 

2012-13

0.2418

0.6017

19.56

(4.69)

29965854

61079000

0.3247

0.94:1

0.61

1.97

Tk. 6.11

N.A.

0.1985

1984

0.3268

1.0.96

0.1934

N.A.*

2013-14

0.0683

0.0262

25.68

(0.45)

88694000

69387000

0.2682

0.82:1

0.41

1.85

Tk.4.16

N.A.

0.1187

1985

6.3548

1.0.29

0.8550

N.A.*

2014-15

0.0492

0.0130

29.85

(13.41)

11336000

89663000

0.2586

0.82:1

0.38

1.64

Tk. 3.88

N.A.

0.1004

1986

0.6753

1.0.20

0.8747

N.A.*

Impact of Cost of Capital and Financial Leverage on Profits: An Empirical Analysis
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Schedule --- B

Y Co, Ltd, Cigarette Manufacture, Results of Ratio Calculation

NA stands for figures not available

Source: Annual reports of relevant financial years
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Category of Ratios

A.   Trading on Equity

1.    Capital-gearing

       Ratio

B.   Under-or Overtrading

1.    Sales Turnover

2.    Sales to Net worth

3.    Sales to Working capital

4.    Volume of Sundry Creditors

5.    Inventory level

C.   Under-or Over-Capitalization 

1.    Proprietary Ratios

2.    Current Ratio

3.    Return on equity

D.   Financial Leverage

1.    Degree of financial 

       Leverage  

2.    Earnings per share

3.    Price earnings ratio

E.    Debt-paying Capacity

1.     Debt Coverage Ratio

2.     Debt- Equity Ratio

3.    Cash Flow Coverage

       Ratio 

F.   Cost of Capital

      Weighted Average

      Cost of capital

Formula

Equity capital + Reserve

Long – term Debt 

Net Income

Sales

Sales 

Share Capital

Sales

Working capital

Shareholders’ Equity

Total Capital Employed

Current Assets 

Current liabilities

Net profit 

Total equity

EBIT

EBIT --- INTEREST 

Net profit

No. of Equity share 

Market price per share

Earnings per share 

 

Creditors fund

Total Assts

Long – term debt

Owners Equity

EBIT + Depreciation

+ Non cash Charges

Interest on debt

Equity Proportion x 

Equity Rate + Debt

Proportion x Debt Rate 

2012-13

67%

0.02

19.02

23.87

6779169

450608228

0.38

1:1.26

38.89%

1.13

Tk.3.88

N.A.

14.99%

0.01

9.61

N.A.*

2013-14

32%

0.02

23.52

23.45

1183380

576011684

0.30

1:1.33

54.79%

1.00

Tk. 5.48

N.A.

10.88%

0.01

17.19

N.A.*

2014-15

N.A.

12.37

17.54

19.22

19176000

633430000

0.32

1:1.34

70.52%

1.01

Tk.7.05

N.A

23.23%

0.02

102.09

N.A.*

Impact of Cost of Capital and Financial Leverage on Profits: An Empirical Analysis

Schedule-C

Z Co, Ltd, Ceramic Manufacture, Results of Ratio Calculation

Source: Annual reports of relevant financial years
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Introduction

Armed forces not only need state of the art weapon 
systems but also need people who must be attracted 
to join the organization, remain in it, perform their 
task in a dependable manner to achieve organisation 
goal and ensure safety of the nation even at the peril 
of their life. The key to this aspect of the human 
factor is motivation. One of the simplest definition is 
given by Malani (2005), “Whenever a person enters 
an organisation he can think of two levels of 
performance. One: the minimum he can get away 
with; the other: the maximum he is capable of. And 
the difference between the two is motivation.” 
Motivation can be split into extrinsic and intrinsic 
motive systems. Extrinsic motives are that a person 
consciously attributes to his or her behaviour and 
influence decisions and judgments. Extrinsic 

motives are strongly influenced by social demands. 
Intrinsic motives are subconsciously aroused and 
lead to effective preferences. Extrinsic motives 
relate to cognitive influenced behaviour, while 
intrinsic motive relates to subconscious responses 
linked to affect.

Today’s soldier is equally affected, like any other 
citizen, by the changing socio-economic and 
political environment prevailing in the country. A 
soldier today joins from the society where 
indiscipline and corruption are on the increase. The 
breakup of joint family system has made him more 
self-centered and his value for traditions and religion 
have lessened. He has become more conscious of his 
rights rather than his responsibilities, thanks to 
developed communication and the social network 

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working
Environment of Armed Forces

Group Captain ( ) JK Sahu*Dr.

Abstract

In the armed force scenario, motivation and morale are the key factors which make the vital difference between 
victors and vanquished. Motivation makes preeminent influence on a soldier's behaviour at the moment of 
engagement. It is thus essential to maintain both at all time for a battle-ready army. In this work an attempt is 
made to study various aspects of motivation. Effort is made to identify the intrinsic and extrinsic motivators 
and their effects on soldiers. To carry out a holistic study, responses from the cadets (newly joined youth in the 
officer cadre) as well as personnel from Services have been collected. Seven key factors are identified for 
personnel in service. These consists of 4 extrinsic and 3 intrinsic factors. In case of newly recruited cadets, six 
factors have been identified that consist of 4 extrinsic and 2 intrinsic attributes. For the cadets, the intrinsic 
factors are found to be at the bottom of scale. The variation is studied using both descriptic and inferential 
statistics. Areas have been identified which can be emphasized to maintain high motivational level of soldiers 
in the working environment of Indian armed forces.

Keywords:  Motivation, Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation, Indian Armed Force, officers, cadets, Personnel 
below Officer Rank (PBOR), Morale
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media! The behaviour of an individual is difficult to 
predict and explain as it is not only complex but also 
it is also situational, change-oriented and differs in 
expression from one individual to other. It is thus 
important to understand both intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors.

Theoretical Concept on Intrinsic and 
Extrinsic Motivation: Review of Literature

Intrinsic motivation is being related to the desire to 
do a task in a best possible manner so as to 
experience the joy and satisfaction inherent in the 
activity (Deci, Connell, & Ryan, 1989). Extrinsic 
motivation, in contrast, related to perform an activity 
with the intention to attain positive consequences 
such as areward/promotion or to avoid negative 
consequences such as a punishment (Deci & Ryan, 
2000). The linkage between the two as well as their 
positive and negative influences are being 
researched extensively. Porter and Lawler (1968) 
had carried out a study to correlate both using the 
expectancy theory (Vroom, 1964) and had observed 
positive outcome on work performance and 
employee well-being. On the other hand,  Deci and 
Ryan (2008) had found a differential effect of one on 
another. According to them, ‘‘If the effect of the 
extrinsic reward had decreased intrinsic motivation, 
it would indicate that the two types of motivation 
tend to work against each other rather than being 
additive or synergistically positive” (2008, p. 15). 
Cerasoli, Nicklin, and Ford (2014) observed that 
when incentives were indirectly tied to performance, 
a positive association exist between task outcome 
and intrinsic motivation. Similarly, Weibel et al. 
(2010) observed a motivational shift towards 
extrinsic motivation when performance is directly 
related to incentives.  It is also a matter of concern 
that unless a balance is maintained between the two, 
an employee is likely to concentrate only on 
incentive-linked tasks and neglect the others thereby 
sidelining the organisation’s goal. When extrinsic 
motivation becomes a dominant factor, an employee 
becomes more task-oriented and ignore states 
associated with intrinsic motivation (e.g., 
attachment, enthusiasm, thriving, engagement, and 
well-being), and end up with stress, burnout, and 

lower levelsof well-being (Gagné et al., 2010). 
Vansteenkiste et al. (2007) also observed that an 
extrinsic work-value orientation had negative 
associations with life satisfaction, job satisfaction, 
and life happiness and positive associations with 
work-family conflict and turnover intention. 

Intrinsic Vs Extrinsic 

If commanders are to succeed in understanding the 
basic motivational process, it is necessary to 
distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation factors. Intrinsic motivation is the 
motivation that results from an individual’s need to 
be competent and self-determining. Intrinsically 
motivated tasks are those that are interesting and 
enjoyable to perform, irrespective of possible 
external rewards. Extrinsic motivation, on the other 
hand, deals with behaviours that are motivated by 
factors external to the individual. Examples of 
extrinsic motivation could be pay, pressure to 
perform, leadership behaviour, organisational 
climate, etc. Intrinsic motivation derives its name 
from factors that are self-driven, being felt by an 
individual. Our deep-rooted desire has the highest 
motivational power. Some of these could be:

(a)  Acceptance: We all need to feel that we, as well 
as our decisions, are accepted by our peer and 
sub-ordinates.

(b)Curiosity: We all have the desire to be within the 
decision-making loop.

(c) Honour: We all wanted to be respected for our 
action.

(d) Independence: We all need to feel-We are unique.

(e) Power: We all have the desire to be able to have 
influence.

(f) Social contact: We all desire to be socially 
accepted and desired.

Extrinsic motivators provide external stimulus for a 
person to act. This can be due to fear or due to reward 
or due to other psychosocial factors such as:

(a) Benefit package / Bonus.

(b)Pay / Parity of pay / Equivalence of cadre.

(c) Promotion / Career prospects.

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working Environment of Armed Forces
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(d)Awards / Recognition etc.

Relevance to the Armed Forces

In the armed force context, this is very important as 
the organization believes in team-work/ethos/spirit. 
It also indicates that intrinsically motivated persons 
will be more inclined to take responsibility for 
acquiring the necessary military skills and 
competencies without bothering about the 
immediate gain. The main driving force of an 
individual is comprised of his needs, wishes and 
professional aspirations, combined with the 
compelling desire to look good in his own eyes and 
in the eyes of others and this is for the organisation to 
help him to achieve this.

The age-old theory of the hierarchy of needs 
(Maslow, 1943)proposed that until the lower order 
physiological and security needs of a man are 
satisfied, the higher needs of belonging, esteem and 
self-actualisation, which really contribute to 

organisational effectiveness, would not operate. The 
intensity of a need in a person will be determined not 
only by the cultural influence he was exposed to 
during the development period but also by the 
immediate situational factors. UdaiPareek (2012) 
proposed the need profile of Indian through ‘need 
rigour’, ‘need extension’ and ‘need dependency’. 
However, these factors do see a structural shift in the 
ladder in a military environment. A pictorial 
representation of the hierarchy of needs as proposed 
by Maslow at the different situation in Armed Force 
context is shown below. The combination of needs a 
soldier would have at the time of joining the service, 
during peacetime and during war situation is 
depicted in Fig 1. The pictorial representation 
depicts that the priority changes from an 
individual/organisation’s perspective. It is thus 
important for the organization to formulate its 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation policies to address 
the different state of mindin different situations.

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working Environment of Armed Forces

Motivation and Morale

Motivation and Morale are not synonyms although 
there exists a strong correlation between them. It is 
the responsibility of the leader to identify the 
motivator and de-motivators and follow judicious 
measures to maintain high morale of troops at all 
time. There is no single magic wand to motivate 
since everyone’s needs and priorities are different. 
The man in the service today is very conscious of his 

rights as a citizen and of his technical skill and 
achievements. It is the coercive, remunerative and 
normative powers of a soldier that move him to do 
the assigned task. The practical importance of 
understanding how to distinguish between 
employees who are more extrinsically motivated and 
those who are more intrinsically motivated is the key 
element for commanders who are required to 
motivate their employees. 

Fig 1: Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs during joining of Service, during peace and during war condition
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Aim of the Study

The Aim of this work is to study the relationship 
between an intrinsic and an extrinsic measure of 
motivation to provide a better understanding of 
workplace motivation within armed forces

Hypothesis

Motivation factors are not the same for all ranks in 
the Armed Forces and it does not affect workplace 
environment.

Data Collection and Analysis

Primary data was collected through a questionnaire. 
Considering the data collection limitations, most of 
the data is collected from Air Force personnel. Two 
sets of Questionnaire were prepared, one for 
medium level Air Warriors (service of more than 4 
years) and second for initial stage cadets (only from 
ground duty officer cadets), who have joined at 
training establishment after completing the basic 
minimum qualification from various parts of the 
country. Part-I of data samples were obtained from 
Units, Field Units, Command HQs and from 
Training Establishments. Initially, a pilot survey was 
carried out and based on the standard procedure, 
questionnaire modifications were carried out to 
collect the desired sample size for a reasonable 
confidence level. A total of 424 responses were 
utilised for this study. 5 responses were dropped 
during the data analysis stage due to incomplete data, 
thus making into 419 dataset.  The broad distribution 
of different category is as follows:-

(a) Officer’s             87 (71 male and 16 female) 

(b)Cadets     140 

(Only Ground Duty Branches: 89 male and 51 
female)

( c) PBORs      197

To find out whether the items reflected the constructs 
they were designed to measure, recommended 
practicee.g., Hinkin 1998 was followed. The dataset 

was randomly split in two andconfirmatory factor 
analysis (CFA) on one-half and an exploratory factor 
analysis(EFA) on the other half was carried out. CFA 
is carried out to test “whether the newly written 
items conform to the hypothesized structure the 
scale architect had in mind(Hurley et al. 1997: 672)”. 
Similarly, EFA is carried out to examine 
“discriminant and convergent validity (e.g., Hurley 
et al. 1997)”. This also “reveals how well the items 
load on the non-hypothesized factors (Kelloway 
1995).”

For the research variables, a 5-point Likert scale was 
used in which respondents were asked to give 
responses that were anchored from strongly agree 
(5) to strongly disagree (1). The summative scale is 
adopted to represent the average value of a construct. 
Chi-Square and ANOVA tests are carried out as a 
mean of hypothesis testing.

CFA Analysis

The present database has two distinct populations, 
one those who are undergoing training to become 
officers and other those who are already in service. 
Thus, CFA analysis was carried out on these two 
different populations separately. SPSS Ver 20 
software was used to carry out CFA analysis. The 
officers and Personnel below Officers Rank (PBOR) 
dataset consist of 280 respondents and cadets consist 
of 139 respondents. Eigenvalue of more than 1.0 was 
accepted. Varimax rotation technique was adopted. 
KMO index of 0.862 and 0.796 respectively indicate 
higher adequacy of sample size for principal 
component analysis. Small values of Bartlett's Test 
of Sphericity (less than 0.05) of the significance 
level indicate for both the cases suggest that a factor 
analysis may be useful with the data. Factor analyses 
result in a cumulative percentage of the explained 
variance at 72.9% and 63.8% respectively 
suggesting adequacy of CFA. Summary of basic 
factor analysis is placed at Table 1.

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working Environment of Armed Forces
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Cadets data set
139 respondents (25 questions)

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

.796

Bartlett's

Test of

Sphericity

Approx. Chi-

Square

df

Sig.

1104.349

435

.000

Officers and PBOR Data set 
280 respondents (25 questions)

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of
Sampling
Adequacy.

.862

Bartlett's
Test of
Sphericity

Approx.
Chi-
Square
Df
Sig.

2096.685

300
.000

Cumulative % of Variance Explained:
72.9%

Cumulative % of Variance Explained:
63.8%

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working Environment of Armed Forces

The CFA yielded seven factors for Offrs_PBOR data set while six factors are identified with Cadet’s data set as 
enumerated below. The Factors identified in order of preference are summarised in Table 2.

Table 1 : Factor Analysis Results
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Officers and PBOR Data set 

280 respondents (25 questions)

Factor 1: Extrinsic Factor: Working Environment

Factor 2:Intrinsic Factor: Job Satisfaction

Factor 3: Intrinsic Factor: Patriotism

Factor 4: Extrinsic Factor: Teamwork

Factor 5:Extrinsic Factor: Status

Factor 6:Extrinsic Factor: Social Security

Factor 7:Intrinsic Factor: Self Actualisation

Cadets data set

139 respondents (25 questions)

Factor 1: Extrinsic Factor: Social Security

Factor 2: Extrinsic Factor: Status

Factor 3: Extrinsic Factor: Working Environment

Factor 4: Extrinsic Factor: Job Security 

Factor 5: Intrinsic Factor: Self Actualisation

Factor 6: Intrinsic Factor: Patriotism

Table 2 : Key motivating factors for service personnel and cadets
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Analysis of serving personnel database indicates that 
motivation is dependent on four extrinsic factors and 
three intrinsic factors. Similarly, for the cadets also, 
there are four extrinsic and two intrinsic factors. The 
difference in priority as revealed from the above 
analysis brings out a few important aspects. It is 
interesting to note that while in service, working 
environment and job satisfaction become the top 
priority. Armed force does provide enough 
motivation to inculcate patriotism among its 
personnel. Teamwork, status, and social security 
became the other priorities before reaching the 
feeling of self-actualization state. On the other hand, 
the perception of social security and associated 
status appear to be predominant factors among 
cadets. Working environment and job security seem 
to be next priorities before they manifest into self-
actualization and patriotism. The result is somewhat 
different to the general perception that patriotism 
drives today’s youth to join armed forces. In 
contrast, there is a better unanimity among the cadets 
on the status attached to officer-cadre and the social 
security that it guarantees apart from providing a 
clean working environment and job security. These 
factors, in order of preference also indicate the 
priority that armed forces must give in order to 
guarantee an enhanced sense of loyalty and 
commitment to the organization.

Cluster Analysis

In factor analysis, we take 
several variables, examine 
how much variance these 
variables share, and how 
much is unique and then 
‘cluster’ variables together 
that  share the same 
variables. Cluster analysis 
is a similar technique 
except that rather than 
trying to group together variables; we are interested 
in grouping cases. Therefore, in a sense it’s the 
opposite of factor analysis: instead of forming 
groups of variables based on several people’s 
responses to those variables, we instead group 
people based on their responses to several variables. 

K means non-hierarchical Cluster analysis was 
carried out on data set having 419 cases using SPSS. 
Euclidean distance as the similarity measure was 
first taken to aid in assessing the most appropriate 
number of clusters represented in the data. They 
were found to be distributed within five clusters 
having a number of cases as listed below. 
Considering the large percentage of cases grouped in 
cluster 4 (131 cases) and cluster 5 (173 cases), it can 
be ascertained that sample is uniformly distributed 
and the dataset is homogenous in nature. The 
eucledian distance between final cluster centresis 
also found to be significant enough for making these 
groups. In the Dendrogram analysis, as the 
respondents were serially numbered, it can be 
observed that each cluster has respondents from all 
three groups (Officers, PBORs and Cadets). Five 
distinct combinations of motivation regulations 
emerged from the analyses reflecting self-
determined, motivated, average, low motivation, 
and external profiles. There were both similarities 
and differences in experiences among the five 
profiles. Between the first two groups, the 
respondents had high levels of intrinsic motivation 
though they differed on extrinsic motivation. 
Overall, it appears that experiences were quite 
positive when respondents had high levels of 
intrinsic motivation. Among the average and low 
motivation groups, the profile demonstrates 
average-to-low levels of intrinsic motivation.

Perception Mapping: Descriptive Statistics

Percentage mapping of each question was carried 
out to ascertain the key perception. Summary of a 
few questions is placed below.

An Exploratory Study of Motivation Within Working Environment of Armed Forces

Number of Cases in each
Cluster

1
2
3
4
5

2
72
39
131
173
417
2

Table 3: Cluster Analysis 

Clusters

Valid
Missing

Mean
(3.7)
(4.1)
(4.2)
(3.6)
(3.3)

(3.7)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(4.0)

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.2)

(4.4)

(4.1)
(4.2)

Percentile 75
Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

There is no better way to serve the nation
Our country respect gallantry
Good carrier in Armed Forces
It was my dream right from my childhood
I love adventure and am impressed with the
advertisement that I saw in TV/ Newspaper
My status in front of my friends and
relatives have gone up
I hate studying and I am sure Armed Force
don’t believe in study
There is no other job I could have got with
my present calibre
I can pursue my love for sports and other
extra-curricular activities
Achieve salutation if I die soldier’s death
Social recognition and good interpersonal
relation
Achieve success according to theability
Secure, permanent and reliable
job position
Sufficient medical facilities for self
and family
I will be very happy to work in different
parts of the country
It will provide me job security
It has a culture that emphasizes achieving
difficult targets

1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
13

14

15

16
17
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It is heartening to find that youths joining Armed 
Force career are confident of themselves; they are 
highly qualified and have joined armed forces 
because of their passion. They feel proud of being 
selected as a defence officer. More than 75% feel that 
armed force career is one of the best ways to serve 
the nation. They are willing to work at any place in 
the country. Majority of cadets have responded that 
their status has gone up after joining the armed force 
as officers. The social status happens to be a great 
motivator for today’s youth. Highest mean values 
are obtained for Good career (4.22), social 
recognition (4.2), work culture (4.2), and job 
security (4.1) indicating preference of youth towards 
these factors.

As part of perception mapping, each respondent 
were asked on issues such as:

(a)  I like to change the following to make my 
organization a better place to work at:-  ( 2 0  
options were given on a 5 point Likert scale; Part 
– II of the questionnaire)

(b)  Rank order in order of preference to factors (10 
factors were given and respondents were asked to 
rank-order them in order of their priority)

The analysis of this part is not discussed in this paper 
considering the sensitivities of data involved.

Hypothesis Testing:Chi-Square Analysis

In this study, the analysis is based on the content 
theories, which identify the specific needs those are 

responsible for creating and directing the human 
behaviour. It is intended to study how these 
perceptions change based on the social status 
depicted in Ranks or perception as male and female. 
Age, gender, marital status etc. To prove the above, 
Chi-Square test of homogeneity is carried out on 
officers, PBORs and Cadets database. Analysis has 
been done based on Rank, Sex. 

Data Analysis for Officers and PBORs

As is shown from the tables under the title of the chi-
square test for officers, PBORs and cadets. No 
apparent difference was observed except only on 9 
attributes out of 25.Working in Armed force is also 
perceived as teamwork (p= 0.836, and p=0.810). 
Both offrs and PBORs as well as among male and 
female also perceive that success can be achieved 
based on an individual’s ability (p= 0.104 and 
p=0.554). There also exist unanimity on issues of 
having a culture to achieve difficult targets 
(p=0.680). The analysis shows some marked 
variation among the perception based on favouritism 
and corruption issues. Chi-square analysis indicates 
significant result (p=0.000 and p= 0.001 among 
Offrs and PBORs). A significant difference is also 
perceived when asked that seniors put service before 
theirself (p=0.000). Itis generally perceived that 
people prefer to join Armed force as it provides 
opportunities on an adventure and other 
extracurricular activities. However, the perception 
found to be different (among Offrs and PBORs  
p=0.032, between Sex p = 0.017). 

Data Analysis for Cadets

Responses among cadets on various questions are 
found to be similar except on two attributes i.e. 
‘Good carrier in Armed Forces’ and ‘My status in 
front of my friends and relatives have gone up’ with p 
values as 0.008 and .019. This indicates that female 
officers think alike on most issues compared to their 
male counterpart.

Hypothesis Testing:ANOVA Test

One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was 
carried out to investigate the mean values of various 
responses. Factors such as Rank e.g. Officers and 
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Table 4 : Perception among Cadets

Mean
(3.7)
(4.1)
(4.2)
(3.6)
(3.3)

(3.7)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(4.0)

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.2)

(4.4)

(4.1)
(4.2)

Percentile 75
Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Agree
Strongly Agree

There is no better way to serve the nation
Our country respect gallantry
Good carrier in Armed Forces
It was my dream right from my childhood
I love adventure and am impressed with the
advertisement that I saw in TV/ Newspaper
My status in front of my friends and
relatives have gone up
I hate studying and I am sure Armed Force
don’t believe in study
There is no other job I could have got with
my present calibre
I can pursue my love for sports and other
extra-curricular activities
Achieve salutation if I die soldier’s death
Social recognition and good interpersonal
relation
Achieve success according to theability
Secure, permanent and reliable
job position
Sufficient medical facilities for self
and family
I will be very happy to work in different
parts of the country
It will provide me job security
It has a culture that emphasizes achieving
difficult targets

1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
13

14

15

16
17
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Attributes / Questions
Comparison between Officers and PBORs
Our country respect gallantry  
There is no favouritism in armed forces 
There is no corruption/ favoritism in Armed Force 
I can serve in this organization up to my age of retirement 
Secure, permanent and reliable job position 
I feel, I cannot get better pay, allowance and other benefits
if I do  job outside
It will provide me job security 
My seniors always put Service before Self 
Lack of interaction with people in their work 
Bureaucratic and over-regulated working environment 
Lack of autonomy 
Make people accountable for their decisions 
Table 5: Chi-Square test results across Officers and PBORs

Sig. value

.017

.001

.001

.042

.001

.004

.012

.000

.003

.001

.044

.002

PBORs and Sex was analysed for officers_PBOR 
data set. The factor of Sex was analysed for cadet’s 
dataset. The aim was to test whether these means are 
significantly different. The analysis was carried out 
for all questions of part-I. However, the analysis 
indicated that only 9 attributes out of 25 questions 
asked in part-I are significantly different among 
officers and PBORs. These are summarised in Table 
5. In all these cases, the significance value or p is 
found to be < 0.05. Most of these are found to be 
extrinsic factors.

ANOVA analysis was also carried out for all 
questions asked in part I to the cadets. Sex of the 
cadets (Male/Female) was used as a factor to test 
their responses. The result indicated that only on 3 
attributes, there is a significant variation of response. 
As summarised in table-6, the perception seems to be 
different on issues like social status and age of 
retirement. It is seen that where male officers are 
more passionate about status and job security, the 
women officers do not rate these high. These do 
suggest the change in motivation factor among the 
male and female cadets. 

On basis of the above analysis, the Null hypothesis 
can be rejected and the alternative hypothesis is 
accepted. Thus, it can be observed that except few 
extrinsic factors, motivating factors are the same 

among all ranks within armed forces.

Limitations of the Study

The study is based on responses received from a 
limited sample. The study can be extended to include 
a large database. Analysis also needs to be done to 
understand upbringing, education level, family 
constraints, regions, and religion perception. 

Conclusions

Motivation is a dynamic phenomenon; troops once 
motivated should not be taken for granted that they 
will remain motivated at all times and under all 
environments. There is a need to have a sensing 
process to check the level of motivation. The 
management of human resources and their efficient 
performance depends upon good motivational 
profile of both intrinsic and extrinsic nature. As it is 
said, “It is the man behind the machine that matters”, 
the leadership must ensure that motivation of the 
troops is high at all time. Extrinsic factors are found 
to be the main motivators for the talented youths to 
join armed forces. Efforts thus need to be made to 
ensure that challenging and satisfying career 
opportunity is available in the working environment 
of the armed forces. It is heartening to find that 
intrinsic factors play a major role for personnel of the 
armed forces. Working environment and job-
satisfaction are found to be major motivators for 
personnel working in this organisation. Efforts must 
be made to maintain and improve the same to 
minimize pre-mature retirement of talented and 
skilled personnel. The new generation is more 
comfort-oriented and has divergent views, socially 
and politically. Motivation being a dynamic process 
requires modifications in motivational techniques to 
suit prevailing social norms. 
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Introduction

Service sector is one of the most important areas 
from the economic development standpoint of any 
country. It is one of the largest contributors to the 
gross domestic product globally and its importance 
can be gauged from the fact that status of economic 
development of a country is dependent on how much 
contribution comes from the service sector. It is a 
well-documented fact that service sector played 
crucial role in assuaging the negative impact of the 
2008’s global recession and even today, it continues 
to remain one of the most important growth engines 
for the world economy. 

Along with the enhanced prominence and size, last 
decade has also added much complexity and 
complications to service sector. Progressive 
globalisation and ever changing technology 
enhancements have further heightened the 
complications (Shalender 2018) and to add to the 

chaos, more and more product categories which 
traditionally remain depended solely on product are 
now coming with additional aspect of service. In the 
wake of these altered business situations, 
organisations of all sizes and structures are looking 
at the ways to enhance performance without 
sacrificing on service quality (Javalagi et.al. 2005, 
Shalender and Singh 2015). As services are 
inherently different from the tangible products, these 
present an altogether different kind of management 
challenges, making it difficult for the service 
organizations to achieve high level of customer 
satisfaction. What makes the things even more 
difficult is the fact that service quality – more often 
than not – is dependent on both service provider and 
service seeker which makes the achievement of the 
desired results quite difficult. 
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In the last two decades, role of integrating customer 
in enhancing the service quality and effectiveness 
has got prominence among both scholars and 
practitioners. There are many authors who have 
researched the customer integration to suggest ways 
to improve service quality and overall customer 
satisfaction (Gurau, 2009). In fact, customer 
integration has emerged as an undisputed area where 
improvement can lead to effective delivery of 
service quality and performance. In the backdrop of 
the enhanced complexities and eroding product-
service boundaries, this research aims to develop a 
conceptual model for achieving competitive 
advantage with the help of customer integration. To 
this effect, the extensive literature review has been 
done to dig out the important dimensions of 
customer integration, these dimensions are then 
researched from organizational viewpoint and then a 
model comprising these dimensions of has been 
proposed. The proposed model has implications for 
both scholars and practitioners and will be 
empirically validated in different service sectors in 
future.

Unique Challenges in Service Sector

After the Indian economy opened up in 1990 as the 
wave of liberalization, globalization and 
privatization hits the market, service sector has 
witnessed a steady influx of foreign players in the 
sector. The sector has witnessed consistent growth 
and compared to other sectors, the spurt in services is 
manifold than others. With the influx of new players, 
the competitiveness of Indian companies has 
increased and in fact, many argue that the service 
sector has been responsible for placing many Indian 
multinationals on the global horizons where they can 
compete effectively with their international 
counterparts (Khan, 2012). Having said that, for the 
Indian economy as well as the service sector 
maintaining the high growth rate is proving to be 
quite a challenge.  This is especially relevant when 
one consider the different nature of service sector 
from the tangible products and other industries. The 
inherently different characteristics like intangibility, 
inseparability, simultaneous production and 
consumption, and heterogeneity make services far 

more complex and complicated to handle 
(Archroland Kotler, 1999). Further, the authors like 
Lovelock (2001) and Sushil (2005) stressed the need 
for integrating customer in the service proposition to 
make the experience more effective and satisfying. 
The need for adopting a more customers-driven 
perspective in the service sector has been felt for a 
long time (Sushil 2015). As customer is one of the 
important stakeholders in the service creation and 
delivery experience, it is imperative to integrate 
customers in the process while developing any facet 
of a particular service (Robbins, 2001). Not only the 
service organisations need to take into consideration 
the changing needs and expectation of the 
customers, they must also take the customer on 
board while conceiving, developing and delivering 
the service. Vargo and Lusch (2004) made an 
observation that customers no longer purchase 
product or services but rather what they are looking 
for experiences. This has changed the focus to 
service-dominant logic making the value in use as 
the preferred strategy for the service companies. 

Customer Integration 

Concept of customer integration has come into focus 
since the advent of 21st century.  The concept has 
deep roots in literature and the concept gets explored 
for enhancing overall performance of the 
organisation. Today's fast changing environment has 
made customer integration even more important as 
more and more organisations are grappling with 
enhanced environment turbulence and ever 
changing customer challenges (Shalender et al. 
2017). This is particularly true in case of service 
organisations where customer is an important 
stakeholder not only in consumption of services but 
also in a way outcome of the particular service is 
conceived and delivered (Englehardt and Simmons, 
2002). As noted by Sharma et al. (2010), 
organisations must appoint customer-centric people 
at each level and should be flexible enough to change 
their processors with the changes in customer 
expectations. This observation has special 
implication for the service providers as customer 
centricity is critically important in service industry. 
Literature review on customer integration and 
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service sector suggest that there are many ways to 
enhance value for the customers although some of 
the parameters stands out from the others in the 
degree of importance. Dimensions like customer 
par t ic ipat ion,  cus tomer  in teract ion and 
implementing customers’ feedback are the crucial if 
an organisation wants to sustain its business and 
customer base in long run (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy 2004). This research uses these 
variables to develop a conceptual framework for the 
service organisation for enhancing their business 
sustainability and customer satisfaction.

Customer participation

Customer participation refers to the willingness of 
the customer to participate and in what capacity he / 
she wants to participate. There may be case when the 
service is not complex, customer may choose to go 
for standardized procedure. However, in most cases 
customers have their specialized needs that are 
different from the other customers’ needs. And hence 
the case of customer participation arises. This 
requires service organisations to have both modern 
and classical system of service providing to the 
different needs of the different customers. In the case 
when customers chose not to participate, 
standardized service may be offered to him but in 
case of he/she is willing to participate owing to 
different needs, organisation must have process of 
value creation where customers’ inputs can be 
integrated to deliver final preposition (Shalender and 
Yadav 2018).

Customer interaction 

Customer participation leads to the customer 
interaction with the service providers. When the 
customer decides to participate in the value co-
creation, service organisations must ensure that they 
have proper system in place to facilitate customer 
interaction at the different levels of service creation. 
The challenges on this front pose in form of having 
adaptable customer interaction system, centralized 
unit which can store that information from various 
levels and readily process information to convert it 
into useful inputs for all the concerned departments 
which are involved in value co-creation process 
(Holweg and Pil, 2001).

Customers’ Input Implementation 

In the absence of implementation of inputs given by 
customer, the customer participation and customer 
interaction will be of no use. Whatever inputs and 
organisat ion received through customer 
participation and interaction must be implemented in 
the final value proposition. The various processes in 
the value chain of the organisation must be flexible 
enough to absorb and implement inputs provided by 
the customer so as to meet specific needs (Volberda, 
1998). This customization process is very much 
important in the service sector and can easily 
become a basis for sustainable business and 
enhanced customer satisfaction. Having said that it 
is worth noting that level of customization must be 
analysed for its impact on the profitability of the 
organization. For this, demand for the customization 
needs to be measured very accurately as enhanced 
customization requires additional cost to be incurred 
by the customer.

Conceptual model for Enhanced Service 
Effectiveness 

Using the three dimensions of customer interaction, 
customer participation, and implementation, the 
study proposes a conceptual model for aiding 
business sustainability in service organizations. The 
model is purely based upon literature review and 
tends to highlight the role of customer integration in 
aiding competitiveness for the service organizations.

Fig 1: Conceptual Model of enhanced Service 
effectiveness
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Embedding flexibility at each level and working 
culture of an organisation is one sure-shot strategy to 
enhance competit iveness of the service 
organisations. Surely, this requires a comprehensive 
change in structural underpinnings of the 
organisation and commitment from the top 
management. Benefits of integrating customers in 
service proposition manifest its benefits in both short 
and long term. The short term gains include healthy 
cash flow and rise in the net revenue while in long 
term; organization can achieve enhanced customer 
satisfaction for enhancing its business sustainability. 

Conclusion and Implications 

The conceptual model proposed by the study is 
based on changing the competitive landscape in the 
service industry. It emphasizes the need for customer 
integration to improve the overall performance of a 
service organization. In the changing scenario, the 
service industry needs to be more transparent and 
open to customer integration. In fact, making the 
customer an important stakeholder in the value 
proposition is a wonderful way to engage and 
achieve high brand loyalty. 

The process of customer integration comes across as 
a mutually beneficial relationship. This research is 
conceptual in nature and the focus of the study is 
purely theoretical. We expect research will motivate 
the scholars to dig further deep into the process of 
customer integration and what could be the possible 
challenges involved in the process. For the service 
industry, the research has special implications in 
terms of making the companies more transparent and 
open for customer participation. This required 
change in the organizational philosophy and 
adjusting the overall structure of the company in a 
way that will facilitate more customer integration, 
participation, and implementation of feedback given 
by them.

We will empirically test the conceptual model 
proposed by the study in the service industry. More 
specifically, we will start with the hospitality 
industry and the sector of the study will be large hotel 
chains. The future study well empirically tests how 
much customer integration has been achieved in the 

hotel industry and what improvement is further 
required in order to make services, even more, 
customer oriented in the hotel industry. We are also 
planning to enhance this model and revisit it from a 
sustainability viewpoint in the hotel industry. What 
and how the customer thinks about the overall 
environmental sustainability and what could be the 
possible strategies to improve the environmental 
credentials of the hotel will be part of our future 
research.
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Introduction

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
are a set of accounting standards developed by the 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) 
that is becoming the global standard for the 
preparation financial statements of public 
companies. The mission of IASB is to develop, in the 
public interest, understandability, reliability, 
relevance, comparability and International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) for general purpose 
financial statements. The present era of 
globalization and liberalization has shrunk the 
geographical barriers of commerce. The whole 
world has literally become flat. One can see the 
cross-border economic activities happening I a swift 
way. The entities are listed on major stock exchanges 
of the world. Capital markets have also spread their 
wings across the globe, leading to free flow of 
domestic and foreign direct investments to different 
parts of the world. 

Given these scenarios, a common and uniformly 
accepted Financial Reporting System, supported by 
strong governance practices and a firm regularity 
framework, strengthens the economic development 
of any country. As investors have also become 
global, financial statements of entities of different 
countries should be comparable on prescribed 
common parameters. A common set of financial 
statement help investors better understand 
investment opportunities worldwide as against 
statement of different standards unique to each 
country. 

Objectives of the Study
• To study the Problems and Challenges faced by 

Indian Companies in the process of Convergence 
to IFRS.

• To focus on the Measures taken to address the 
Challenges.

International Financial Reporting Standards:
The Roadmap Ahead

Abstract
Trust and transparency led to a discussion of the fundamental purpose of financial reporting. Consistent, 
comparable and understandable financial information is the lifeblood of commerce and making investment. In 
India the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) has decided to adapt IFRS for accounting periods 
commencing on or after April1, 2011. This paper deals with the issues and Challenges faced in the process of 
convergence in Indian perspective and measures taken to address the challenges.
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Methodology

For the purpose of the present study, mainly 
literature survey and secondary data has been used. 
The required secondary data was collected from the 
authorized Annual Reports and Official Website of 
ICAI and IFRS, various Journals and Research 
Papers, diagnostic study reports and newspaper 
articles have been surveyed in making this study.

IFRS – Indian Context 

The paradigm shift in the economic environment in 
India during last few years has led to increasing 
attention being devoted to accounting standards as 
means towards ensuring potent and transparent 
financial reporting by any corporate. 

ICAI, being a premier accounting body in the 
country, took upon itself the leadership role by 
establishing ASB, more than twenty five years back, 
to fall in line with the international and national 
expectations. Today, accounting standards issued by 
the Institute have come a long way. The ICAI as the 
accounting standard-setting body in the country has 
always made efforts to formulate high quality 
Accounting Standards and has been successful in 
doing so. Indian Accounting Standards have 
withstood the test of time. As the world continues to 
globalize, discussion on convergence of national 
accounting standards with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) has increased 
significantly. At present, the ASB of ICAI 
formulates the AS based on IFRS. However, these 
standards remain sensitive to local conditions, 
including the legal and economic environment. 
Accordingly, AS issued by ICAI depart from 
corresponding IFRS in order to ensure consistency 
with legal, regulatory and economic environment of 
India. As the world continues to globalize, 
discussion on convergence of Indian GAAP with 
IFRS has increased significantly. A few 
developments are set forth here under 

?Formation of IFRS Task Force by the Council of 
ICAI

?Recommendation of the IFRS Task Force 
submitted to the Council

?Full adoption of IFRS from accounting period 
commencing on or after Ist April, 2011

?Proposed to be applicable to listed entities and 
public interest entities such as banks, insurance 
companies and large sized entities

?Involvement of various regulators (MCA, RBI, 
IRDA, Tax authorities and SEBI)

?Draft Schedule VI and Accounting Standard I 
(Exposure Draft) consistent with IFRSs 

?Convergence Strategy presented by Technical 
Directorate of ICAI on 02.02.2009.

- ICAI has begun the process of issuing IFRS 
equivalent AS with following proposed changes: 

1. Removal of alternative treatments 

2. Additional disclosures, where required

3. As number will continue but IFRS number will 
be given in parenthesis 4. IFRICs will be issued 
as appendices – ICAI has constituted a Group in 
liaison with government & regulatory authorities 
and this group has constituted separate core 
groups to identify in consistencies between IFRS 
and various relevant acts. 

Role of Indian Government

The central government of India prescribes 
accounting standards in consultation with the 
National Advisory Committee on Accounting 
Standards (NACAS) established under the 
Company Act 1956. NACAS is a separate body of 
expert including representative of various regulatory 
bodies and government agencies, has been engaged 
in the exercise of examining Ac-counting standards 
prepared by ICAI. In this exercise it has adapted the 
International norms established by the IFRS is-used 
by International Accounting Standards Board. The 
central government notified 28 accounting standards 
(as 1 to 7 and as 9 to 29) in Dec. 2006, after receiving 
recommendation of NACAS. In notifying the 
Accounting Standards, the government has adopted 
a policy of enabling disclosure of company accounts 
in transparent manner at per with widely accepted 
international practices, though a process of 
convergence with the International Financial 
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Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). 
The initiative for harmonization of harmonization of 
the Indian Accounting Standards with IFRS, taken 
up by NACAS in 2001 and implemented through 
notification of accounting standard by the central 
government in 2006. The process would be 
continued by the government with the intention 
harmonization with IFRS by 2011.Indian Ministry 
of corporate Affairs has also set up a high powered 
group comprising various stakeholder under the 
chairmanship of Shri Anurag Goel, Secretary of 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs, to discuss and resolve 
implementation challenges with regards to 
convergence of Indian Accounting Standards with
IFRS by April, 201

Rationale behind Adopting IFRS 

Policy makers all over the world are focusing their 
attention towards the implementation of IFRS and 
are also looking for the answers to the question as to 
why they should implement it when they are 
successfully following GAAP for so many years. 
Major reasons advanced for implementing IFRS are 
enumerated as: 

Globalization of finance 

The key benefit of implementing IFRS is a common 
accounting system and framework which is 
perceived as stable, transparent and fair to the local 
and foreign investors which in turn lead to increased 
compatibility and comparability among different 
financial statements across the globe. This will 
eliminate multiple reporting at the entity level and 
also at the consolidated level. Indian firms need to 
globalize, and for this they need funds at cheaper 
cost which is available in American, European and 
Japanese Capital Markets. To meet the regulatory 
requirements of these markets, Indian Companies 
are now mandated to report their financials as per 
IFRS. This will lead to cross border listing of shares 
and securities in other parts of the world and in turn 
cause globalization of finance. 

 

Competitive advantage

Indian entities will be able to initiate new 
relationships with investors, customers and 
suppliers internationally as IFRS provides a globally 
accepted reporting platform which will ultimately 
raise the reputation and relationship of the Indian 
corporate and give them competitive advantage. 
Companies are also in a race to gain an edge over 
their competitors by trying to adopt IFRS at the 
earliest and also listing securities on stock exchanges 
world-wide to build their Brand image. 
Convergence with IFRS improves the risk rating and 
makes the corporate world more competitive 
globally as their comparability with the international 
competitors’ increases. 

Professionalism 

Service sector will get a boost as the implementation 
of IFRS in the corporate would require trained 
accountants, auditors, values and actuaries. 
Moreover, a single set of accounting standards 
worldwide would ensure that auditing firms 
standardize their training and quality of work is 
maintained globally which will move India towards 
accounting services hub. 

Statutory obligation 

After the opening up of countries and removal of 
tariff barriers, it has been made mandatory and 
obligatory to report using IFRS as majority of stock 
exchanges require financial information presented 
according to the IFRS. In case of joint ventures with 
a venture partner operating in countries requiring 
IFRS, they need to follow the same accounting 
standards as their venture partner.  The 
multinationals seeking to enter new markets and 
expand operations to a foreign country may need to 
report using IFRS in order to obtain an operating 
license or to raise capital. 

Economic growth 

It has been observed from the above literature review 
that the number of countries across the world where 
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IFRS is a recognized reporting framework continues 
to grow by exploiting opportunities to generate 
process and cost efficiencies. It will potentially open 
up opportunities to standardize, simplify and 
centralize financial reporting processes and 
functions as the use of a single global standard 
enhances the efficiency of capital allocation on a 
global basis and help reduce the cost of capital.

Benefits of adopting IFRS 

The adoption of IFRS is expected to have a 
significant impact on all stakeholders, such as 
regulators, professionals, prepares of financial 
statements, analysts, users of financial information 
and so on. 

• The Economy: The convergence with IFRS 
benefits the economy as a whole by accelerating 
growth of international business. It strengthens 
the economy with a strong and efficient capital 
market, where cost of capital becomes cheaper, 
leading to inflow of international investment into 
the country. 

• The Investors: Convergence with IFRS 
facilitates those investors who want to expand 
their cross-border business operations. For this 
purpose, investors want information that is 
relevant, reliable, timely and comparable across 
locations. Convergence with international 
standards will mean a clear understanding of 
financial statements by investors. 

• The industry: Entities can raise capital from 
foreign markets at lower cost only if they can 
create trust and confidence in the minds of the 
foreign investors through “True and Fair” 
presentation of their financial statements by 
adopting globally acceptable standards.  

• The Accounting Professionals: Convergence 
benefits accounting professionals who can offer 
their services to different parts of the world. It 
offers diverse opportunities to accounting 
professionals in any part of the globe, as the same 
accounting practices prevail throughout the 
world. 

Challenges in adopting IFRS 

By now we are clear as to the advantage of 
universally accepted accounting principles but its 
complete and fair adoption is not free from 
challenges. Major challenges that Indian corporate 
might face; 

Awareness of international practices

The entire set of financial reporting practices needs 
to undergo a drastic change after the adoption of 
IFRS to overcome the number of differences 
between the two GAAP’s. It would be a challenge to 
bring about awareness of IFRS and its impact among 
the users of financial statements. 

Training

The biggest hurdle for the professionals in 
implementing IFRS is the lack of training facilities 
and academic courses on IFRS in India. IFRS has 
been implemented with effect from 2011; but it is 
observed that there is acute shortage of trained IFRS 
staff. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 
(ICAI) has started IFRS Training programmes for its 
members and other interested parties. Yet there 
exists a large gap between Trained Professionals 
required and trained professionals available. 

Amendments to the existing law

A number of inconsistencies with the existing laws 
are other major challenges which are observed in the 
Companies Act 1956, SEBI regulations, banking 
laws and regulations and the insurance laws and 
regulations. Currently, the reporting requirements 
are governed by various regulators in India and their 
provisions override other laws. IFRS does not 
recognize such overriding laws. 

Taxation

Currently, Indian Tax Laws do not recognize the 
Accounting Standards. Therefore, a complete 
overhaul of Tax laws is the major challenge faced by 
the Indian Law Makers immediately. In July 2009, 
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a committee was formed by Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs of Government of India, with a view to 
identify the various legal and regulatory changes 
required for convergence and to prepare a roadmap 
for achieving the same. 

Fair value 

IFRS which uses fair value as a measurement base 
for valuing most of the items of financial statements 
can bring a lot of volatility and subjectivity to the 
financial statements. It also involves a lot of hard 
work in arriving at the fair value and services of 
valuation experts have to be used. Moreover, 
adjustments to fair value result in gains or losses 
which are reflected in the income statements. 
Whether this can be included in computing 
distributable profit is also debated. 

Management compensation plan

This is because the financial results under IFRS are 
likely to be very different from those under the 
Indian GAAP. The contracts would have to be re-
negotiated by changing terms and conditions 
relating to management compensation plans.

Reporting systems 

The disclosure and reporting requirements under 
IFRS are completely different from the Indian 
reporting requirements. Companies would have to 
ensure that the existing business reporting model is 
amended to suit the reporting requirements of IFRS. 
The information systems should be designed to 
capture new requirements related to fixed assets, 
segment disclosures, related party transactions, etc. 
Existence of proper internal control and minimizing 
the risk of business disruption should be taken care 
of while modifying or changing the information 
systems. 

Complexity in adoption

The researchers feel that the biggest risk in 
converging Indian GAAP with IFRS is the fact that 
the accounting entities underestimate the 
complexity involved in the process. Instead it should 
be recognized well in advance that teething 

problems would definitely creep in. Converting to 
IFRS will increase the complexity with the 
introduction of concepts such as present value and 
fair value. In IFRS framework, treatment of 
expenses like premium payable on redemption of 
debentures, discount allowed on issue of debentures, 
underwriting commission paid on issue of 
debentures etc is different than the present method 
used. This would bring about a change in income 
statement leading to enormous confusion and 
complexities. 

Risk in adoption

Implementing IFRS has increased financial 
reporting risk due to technical complexities, manual 
workarounds and management time taken up with 
implementation. Another risk involved is that the 
IFRS do not recognize the adjustments that are 
prescribed through court schemes and consequently 
all such items will be recorded through income 
statement.

Time

95% of companies in Australia and in the European 
Union took more than a year to the complete IFRS 
transition, with 40% taking more than two years. 
Looking at the Indian scenario, we have already 
delayed the process from the very beginning. In 
other countries, regulators released final 
interpretations two to three years in advance of IFRS 
deadline and provided step-by-step transition road 
maps for companies. In India, ICAI took so long to 
finalize the standard—increasing the confusion 
around standard interpretation. 

Cost

The IFRS transition is expected to cost Indian firms 
between Rs. 30 lakh and 1 crore, with an average of 
16 internal and three external full-time staff 
dedicated to the transition. Fifty percent of adopters 
had to implement entirely new IT systems to 
accommodate IFRS; only 20% of companies did not 
implement systems changes. Costs such as auditor 
fees, systems changes, and reporting costs tend to 
overrun at the last minute.
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Key Divergences 
The key divergences between Indian GAAP and 
IFRS have arisen due to: -
?Conceptual differences
?Legal and regulatory requirements
?Present economic conditions
?Level of preparedness 

Implementation Phase in India
The applicability of International Financial 
Reporting Standards for convergence of Indian 
entities would be in several phases as the issues 
involved in one-shot adoption are complex. For 
example, there are issues to be addressed, which may 
impact tax revenue collection in the Indian scenario. 
Also to be sorted is the applicability of IFRS to Small 
and Medium Scale Enterprises, pending deliberation 
by various authorities. Hence, in the first phase, 
ICAI has submitted a suggested list of companies 
listed with BSE/NSE Sensex, insurance companies, 
mutual funds, entities with a capital base of over 50 
million dollars outside India, companies that are 
publicly accountable with an aggregate borrowing of 
over Rs. 1,000 crores and such others. 

Measures Taken to Address the Challenges
• For changes required in rules and regulations of 

v a r i o u s  r e g u l a t o r y  b o d i e s ,  d r a f t  
recommendations have been placed before 
Accounting Standard Board.

• The ICAI issued 30 interpretations of accounting 
standards, with a view to resolve various intricate 
interpretat ional  issues arising in the 
implementation of new accounting standards.

• Guidance notes have been issued by ICAI for 
providing immediate guidance on accounting issues.

• To facilitate discussions at seminar, workshops, 
etc., ICAI has issued background material on 
newly issued accounting standards.

• For the purpose of assisting its members, the 
ICAI council has formed an expert advisory 
committee to answer queries from its members

Training of IFRS 

India has a large number of accounting 

professionals. ICAI ahs already taken the initiatives 
for a comprehensive capacity building programme 
to prepare the CA profession for this transition. A 
large number of professionals have already 
undergone training and this process is being 
accelerated by the ICAI. To summarize, 
convergence is inevitable. The timeline is tight. The 
need of the hour is co-ordinate and continuous 
efforts by all concerned to make the process a grand 
success.   

Suggestions to beat Challenges 

The solution to the problem of professionalization of 
finance is that that all stakeholders in the 
organization should be trained and IFRS should be 
introduced as a full time subject in the universities. 
Timely steps should be taken to ensure amendments 
in the existing laws to the extent they are inconsistent 
with the provisions of IFRS.

Conclusion

From the above discussion it is very much clear that 
transition from Indian GAAP to IFRS will face many 
difficulties but at the same time looking at the 
advantages that this adoption will confer, the 
convergence with IFRS is strongly recommended. 
We have also seen that this transition is not without 
difficulties as to the proper implementation process 
which would require a complete change in formats 
of accounts, accounting policies and more extensive 
disclosure requirements. Therefore, all parties 
concerned with financial reporting also need to share 
the responsibility of international harmonization and 
convergence. Keeping in mind the fact that IFRS is 
more a principle based approach with limited 
implementation and application guidance and 
moves away from prescribing specific accounting 
treatment, all accountants whether practicing or non-
practicing have to participate and contribute 
effectively to the convergence process. This would 
lead to subsequent revisions from time to time 
arising from its global implementation and would 
help in formulation of future international 
accounting standards. A continuous research is in 
fact needed to harmonize and converge with the 
international standards and this in fact can be
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achieved only through mutual international 
understanding both of corporate objectives and 
rankings attached to it. Though difficult, it is not 
impossible for the Indian corporate to implement 
IFRS in the prevailing conditions since the 
fundamentals are strong and will feel the impact of 
the new rules the most as its operations involve 
multiple financial instruments that face the brunt of 
the changeover. Critical third-party contracts, debt 
covenants, and key leadership metrics will change 
with the change in accounting policies. Senior 
management at many companies views IFRS as a 
Finance priority because of the required changes in 
accounting practices. However, the impact of IFRS 
is truly cross-functional, spanning divisions and 
business units. Indian Corporate World which has 
been preparing its Financial Statements on 
Historical Cost Basis will have tough time while 
shifting to Fair Value Accounting. The measures 
taken by ICAI and the other regulatory bodies to 
facilitate the smooth convergence to IFRS are 
commendable and give the positive idea that the 
country is ready for convergence. The need is to have 
a systematic approach to make the organization and 
the investors ready for the change and the standards 
ready for renovation. Corporates need to gear 
themselves for constant updation and not only for the 
first time adoption. Adopting of IFRS by Indian 
corporate is going to be very challenging but at the 
same time could also be rewarding. Indian 
Corporates are likely to reap significant benefits 
from adopting IFRS. Since the cost of compliance 
with IFRS would be very high for medium size 
industry. There are some challenges in implementing 
IFRS like non-compatible legal and regulatory 
environment, concern over SMEs, economic 
environment, level of preparedness, alternative 
treatments, education needs of auditors, frequent 
change to the IFRS and translation issues. However, 
several important matters need to be addressed 
urgently if India hopes to achieve the planned 
convergence.
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Introduction

Tax can be defined as the charge levied by the 
government of a country upon its habitants for its 
support or for the purpose of facilitating the public of 
that country. It is neither a voluntary payment by the 
tax payer nor like a donation. Rather it is an enforced 
payment to the government. On nonpayment of it, 
the tax payer will be punishable by law. The purpose 
of taxes is to create welfare for the society by 
providing public services, protection to properties, 
defense expenses, economic infrastructure etc. 
There are four main purposes of taxation which are 
revenue (collect a sum of money for government), 
redistribution (transfer from rich to poor), reprising 
(levied on harmful things e-g; tobacco, carbon), 

representation (accountability to general public by 
the government) (wikipedia.com). In case of direct 
taxes, the taxpayers are generally more curious to 
know about their taxed income. That’s why they 
stress the government for the representation of its 
consumption. Taxes are levied at different 
percentage rates. These percentage rates are 
determined by comparing with income or 
consumption level. It has three basic types that are 
progressive, regressive and proportional rates. There 
are two major types of taxes which are direct and 
indirect taxes. There are different views about the 
definition of these two types. In simple words it can 
be describes as direct taxes are those the burden of 
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which is directly born by the tax payer and contrary 
to this if the burden of taxes is transferred to other or 
public, are called indirect taxes.

In Bhutan, at the time of independence, the fiscal 
system was followed by the Government of India 
Act 1935. Later it was followed in accordance with 
Islamic Republic of Bhutan Act 1973. Federal 
government levy taxes in Bhutan and provincial 
governments are also assigned powers to impose 
certain types of direct taxes. At the time of 
independence, Income Tax Act 1922 was applicable 
in Bhutan. After independence it was converted into 
Income Tax Act 1979. In 1980s major economic 
changes took place due to centralization. In 1990, tax 
policy reforms were made to meet the changing 
requirements of the economy. At present, the Income 
Tax Ordinance 2001 rules are followed. The income 
tax is the main source of direct tax and there are 
several others that may be included in it such as 
property tax, poll tax and foreign travel tax etc. 
Indirect taxes include custom, sales tax, airport value 
tax etc. In India, the history of tax system dates back 
to ancient history. It can be found out in their ancient 
books like “Manu Smriti” and “Arthasastra” that in 
the early times taxes were basically charged on sale 
and purchase of merchandise. In the Mughal’s reign, 
different types of taxes were collected from 
inhabitants of India. The British Rule also 
contributed a lot while establishing tax system in 
India because it was in favor of them. The first full-
fledged taxation administrative system in India was 
developed in 1922. Direct taxes charged by the 
central government of India include income tax, 
wealth tax, estate tax, gift tax etc. Indirect taxes 
include custom, service tax, general sales tax, 
entertainment tax etc. A comprehensive list of direct 
and indirect taxes (and their respected abbreviations 
to use for calculation purpose for this paper) of both 
India and Bhutan is given in table-5 in appendix. 

Literature Review 

An appropriate fiscal policy is a vital ingredient for 
economic development. Despite being a short run 
policy measure, fiscal policy can have lasting 
macroeconomic consequences. In the debate about 
economic policy, fiscal policy is viewed as an 

instrument used to mitigate short run fluctuations in 
output and employment and bring the economy 
closer to potential output. Fiscal policies are in large 
part contingent on government’s expenditure 
allocations and revenue collections. Persistent 
budget deficits could be avoided if policy makers 
understand the nature of the nexus between 
expenditure and revenue. On the policy side, the 
nature of the relationship between government 
expenditure and government revenue can be of three 
types. First, if government revenue causes 
government expenditure, budget deficits can be 
eliminated policies aimed at producing more 
government revenue. Second, if government 
expenditure causes government revenue, it implies 
government behavior as one where it spends first, 
and later, to pay for this spending, they raise taxes. 
Such a situation creates capital outflow due to the 
fear paying higher taxes in future. Third, the 
expenditure decisions are made in isolation from 
revenue decisions which can lead to serious budget 
deficits because government expenditure increases 
more rapidly than government revenues. For these 
reasons, it is crucial to study the government 
expenditures and government revenues (Gounder, 
Narayan, & Prasad, 2007). Restructuring the tax 
system at federal level was central to the entire 
process of economic reforms. Direct tax reforms at 
federal level formed key component of wider 
reforms in fiscal and economic sector. Like in other 
developing countries, in India also the tax reforms 
aimed at correcting fiscal imbalances (Panday, 
2006). The rise of the value-added tax (VAT) around 
the world has been one of the most important tax 
developments of recent times. This tax is considered 
to have advantages compared with other taxes, 
because it eliminates cascading, allows for zero 
rating of exports, and is broad based and difficult to 
evade. A very slightly modified form of VAT was 
general sales tax (GST) which was imposed in 
Bhutan in 1991 tax reforms. It was considered that 
GST was a type of regressive tax but this perception 
was wrong as they proved to be progressive 
(Refaqat, 2003). For a global tax to result in a net 
increase in global aid inclusive of the tax revenue, it 
has to generate not only a positive income effect but 
also this effect must be large enough to more than 
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compensate for the tax’s excess burden and 
administrative costs. Whether such a condition can 
be satisfied by any global tax is highly questionable, 
or at the very least remains opens empirical issue 
(H.Zee, 2006). Indirect taxes are often politically 
favorable because the burden can be hidden. These 
taxes give consumers a choice. An individual 
consumer can decide whether to buy a product and, 
assuming he is aware of the tax at all, whether to bear 
the burden of tax. Indirect taxes contain their own 
protection against abuse. They cannot be raised too 
high or revenue will decrease because consumption 
will decline. In contrast, direct taxes hit the 
pocketbooks of taxpayers painfully, with little if any 
option to avoid paying. I think that the direct tax 
means a consumption tax that is applied directly to 
individuals and that does not take the form of the 
traditional indirect tax on consumption (M.Jensen, 
1997). The sector composition of output also matters 
because certain sectors of the economy are easier to 
than others.

For example, the agriculture sector may be difficult 
to tax, especially if it is dominated by a few large 
number of subsistence farmers. On the other hand, a 
vibrant mining sector dominated by a few large firms 
can generate large taxable surpluses. Imports and 
exports are amenable to tax as they take place at 
specified locations. The degree of external 
indebtedness of a country may affect revenue 
performance as well. To generate the necessary 
foreign exchange to service the debt, a country may 
choose to reduce imports. In such a scenario, import 
tariffs or other taxes with a view to generate a 
primary budget surplus to service the debt (Gupta, 
2007). Shifts in consumption patterns toward good 
and services with lower (higher) VAT rates and 
higher (lower) tax evasion during economic 
contractions (expansions) are key channels through 
which the output gap affects VAT C-efficiency. 
During contractions (expansions), households 
consume a higher (lower) share of their income on 
necessity goods and services, which in many 
countries are either not taxed or taxed at a lower than 
the VAT standard rate. A closer examination of the 
determinants of tax evasion reveals that VAT C-
efficiency is positively correlated with stronger 

institutional underpinnings of the revenue 
administration and negatively correlated with the 
overall tax burden in the economy (Sancak, Vellos, 
& Xing, 2010). Recent endogenous growth models 
have demonstrated that growth can be enhanced by 
reducing fiscal imbalances, which, in turn, can be 
achieved by either lowering expenditure or raising 
revenue. However, many countries in the region 
have reduced expenditure to minimum sustainable 
levels, especially in health, education, and 
infrastructure. Thus, raising tax revenue to achieve 
fiscal sustainability would be a feasible alternative. 
Also, in order to improve the environment for private 
sector development and sustained economic growth, 
governments need to play supportive role by 
investing in physical and human capital, and 
institutional infrastructure. Tax revenue is needed 
for such expenditure if inflationary financing and the 
crowding out of the private sector are to be avoided 
(Ghura, 1998). 

Methodology 

To measure the direct and indirect taxes of India and 
Bhutan, and then the effect of these two types of 
taxes was seen on the total revenue on both of the 
countries. It is done by generating two simple 
regression lines for two countries. Total revenue of 
both countries was taken as dependent variable and 
direct and indirect taxes were taken as independent 
variables. The purpose for generating regression line 
was to see the individual effect of direct and indirect 
taxes on total revenue and then compare the results 
of both countries.

Sample Size Table-1 shows the categories of direct 
and indirect taxes and their abbreviations used for 
making regression models for both India and 
Bhutan. We have used panel data of direct and 
indirect taxes of both countries from 2005 to 2015. 
Bhutan has approximately half subcategories in both 
direct and indirect taxes as compared to India. 

Hypothesis 

For the purpose of testing whether the indirect taxes 
have more effect on total revenue, we developed two 
hypotheses of Bhutan and India which are given 
below:
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Model

1   Constant)

X1

X2

Unstandardized

Coefficients

B

32695.45 r

.627

1.495

Std. Error

28387.85

.310

.203

Standardized

Coefficients

Beta

.216

.785

t

B

-1.152

2.024

7.356

Sig.

Std. Error

.287

.083

.000

1:Ho: Revenue from indirect taxes does not have 
greater effect on total revenue of Bhutan H1: 
Revenue from indirect taxes has greater effect on 
total revenue of Bhutan

2:Ho: Revenue from indirect taxes does not have 
greater effect on total revenue of India. H1: Revenue 
from indirect taxes has greater effect on total revenue 
of India. These two types of hypotheses were tested 
by using SPSS (statistical package for social 
sciences). 

Results and Findings 

The results of them are given below

For Bhutan Y= âo + â1 X1 +â2X2 + € 

Where

Y= Total Revenue 

âo = Y intercept 

â1= Slope of direct taxes 

X1 = Direct Taxes 

Â2 = Slope of direct taxes 

X2 = Direct Taxes 

€ = Error variable

Table-1 and Table-2 gives the results of regression:

Table 1: Model Summary

Table-1 shows that the value of R-square is 0.999, 
which indicates that the 99.9% change in total 
revenue is due to the direct and indirect taxes and the 
remaining change in total revenue is due to non-tax 
revenue items such as fee charges from college or 
universities etc. It shows approximately perfect 
positive correlation between taxes and total revenue.

Table 2: Coefficients (a)

a Dependent Variable: Y

Table-2 shows that the regression line can be 
expressed as: 

Y= -32695.451 + 0.627X1 + 1.495 X2 + € 

The above equation shows that if the direct taxes 
increased by Rs. 1, the total revenue will be 
increased by Rs. 0.627 and if the indirect tax 
increases by Rs. 1, the increase in the total revenue 
would be Rs. 1.495. Although it does not make good 
sense but by looking at the standardized betas and t-
ratios, we come to know that indirect taxes have 
more statistically significant impact on the total 
revenue. 

For India 

Y= ßo + ß1 X1 +ß2X2 + € 

Where 

Y= Total Revenue 

ßo = Y intercept 

ß1= Slope of direct taxes 

X1 = Direct Taxes 

? 2 = Slope of direct taxes 

X2 = Direct Taxes 

€ = Error variable

Table 3: Model Summary

Table-3 shows that the value of R-square is 0.923, 
which indicates that the 92.3% change in total 
revenue is due to the direct and indirect taxes and the 
remaining change in total revenue is due to non-tax 
revenue items such as fee charges from college or 
universities etc. It shows high positive correlation 
between taxes and total revenue.
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Model

1

R

1,000(a)

R Square

.999

Adjusted R Square

.999

Std. Error of 

The Estimate

9102.49678

Model
1

R 
.961(a)

R Square
.923

Adjusted R Square
.901

Std. Error of the Estimate
11448261232



Table 4: Coefficients (a)

a Dependent Variable: Y

Table-4 shows that the regression line can be 
expressed as: Y= 306572.927 + 2.293X1 + 0.316 X2 
+ € The above equation shows that if the direct taxes 
are increased by Rs. 1, the total revenue will increase 
by Rs. 2.293.It shows the multiple effect on revenue 
by looking at the standardized betas and t-ratios, we 
come to know that direct taxes have more 
statistically significant impact on the total revenue 
and if the indirect tax will increase by Rs 1, the 
increase in the total revenue would be Rs.0.316.

Conclusion 

By comparing the two regression equations and the 
standardized betas, we come to know that in Bhutan, 
more revenue is charged by levying indirect taxes 
where as India is on the opposite side of it. The 
results of these two types of fiscal policies can be 
very different. Literature supports that the 
proportion of the indirect taxes must be less than that 
of direct taxes. The more the indirect taxes in 
country, the more will be increasing gap between 
rich and poor and thus the more will be the 
exploitation of labor class. Taxes are the greatest 
source of revenue for any government for the 
running of its operations. Fiscal policy plays a 
crucial role in the growth of an economy by 
employing direct and indirect taxes and in what 
proportion. In this paper, we tried to compare the 
direct and indirect tax revenue of Bhutan and India. 
By comparing the two regression lines it become 
obvious that Bhutan has a favorable policy for 
employing indirect taxes whereas India generates its 
more revenue through direct taxes. Bhutan is failing 
to reduce its fiscal deficit despite large parts of the 
country’s economy, including rich landlords, not 
being taxed. The tax-to-GDP ratio is only 10.2%, one 
of the world’s lowest. About 65% of the country’s 
budget goes to debt retirement, defense expenditures 
and the current expenditures of the government, 
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Model

1    Constant)
         X1
         X2

Unstandardized

B
306572.927
2.293
.316

Coefficients
Std Error
Std Error
160253.581
1.546
1.167

Standardized
Coefficients 
Beta

.815

.149

t

B
1.913
1.483
.270

Sig.

Std. Error
.097
.182
.795

while 60% of the economy is outside the tax net. And 
currently, Bhutan is also facing the threats of IMF for 
changing the structure of taxes to get more aid. In 
such situation, Bhutan fiscal policy makers need to 
be very much careful analysis of long term planning. 
The more attention should be given on direct taxes 
otherwise the rich and poor increasing gap would be 
harmful for the country. The corrective action must 
also be taken to reduce the tax evasion, tax base 
should be increased to generate more revenue, and 
the major problem of corruption should be given 
high attention.
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 Direct Indirect Taxes in Bhutan

Direct Indirect Taxes in India
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Year

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Total tax Revenue

347104

392278

404273

458900

510000

590000

715712

839598

1005569

1251462

TDT

112950

124585

142649

145000

161500

182700

234739

320619

388250

496000

TIT

234154

267693

261624

313900

348500

407300

480973

518979

617319

755462

Total Revenue

882300

535091

619069

701576

760984

875306

1022704

1214043

1398919

1679239

Bhutan

Total Direct Taxes Total Indirect Taxes Total Income

Year

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Total tax Revenue

274583.08

105320.24

314535.19

356638.23

414084.77

494370. 1

587687.31

736107.72

891 302.61

1039040.1 7

DR

112950

60864.28

71763.57

73110.87

81092.56

109546.6

137092.77

167635.04

304138.29

363437.24

IR

213718.79

233556.67

241424.32

269545.67

304538.17

357277.33

420052.77

505331.4

587164.32

675602.93

Total Revenue

882300

535091

619069

701576

496699.3

587766.66

696284.95

870543.1

1050520.43

1193286.64

Total Direct Taxes Total Indirect Taxes Total Income

India
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Appendix 2

Comprehensive List of Tax Revenue in India and Bhutan

Bhutan India

Direct Taxes

Income tax and corporation tax (IC) Corporation Tax (C)

Wealth and Welfare tax (WW) Income Tax (I)

Worker’s participation tax (WP) Estate Duty (ED)

Foreign Travel Tax (FT) Wealth Tax (W)

Capital Value Tax (CVT) Gift Tax (G)

Land Revenue (LR)

Agricultural Tax (A)

Indirect Taxes

Custom (CU) Customs (CU)

Federal Excise Tax (FE) Union Excise Duties (UED)

Sales Tax (S) Service Tax (SR)

State Excise Duty (SED)

Airport Value Tax (AV) Stamp and Registration (STR)

General Sales Tax (GST)

Taxes on Vehicle (V)

Entertainment Tax (EN)
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Introduction

Effective teaching not only involves imparting 
information and understandingsto students by 
providing constructive tasks, environments, and 
learning. It alsoinvolves assessing and evaluating 
learner’s understanding of this information, sothat 
the next goal of learner’s goal matches with the 
present understanding of the students. An ideal 
learning environment or experience occurs when 
both teachers and students seek to give feedback. 

It is very important to understand the learner 
evolution over the generations. Starting from 
traditionalists, baby boomers, generation X and now 
millennials.  In today’s fast pace of learner and 
educator interaction, we understand that millennials 
have shorter attention span and heavy reliance on 

phone, social media and technology. This change 
may limit learners’ opportunities to receive 
information about their performance.

Definition

Feedback is conceptualized as information provided 
by an educator for example teacher, peer, book, 
parent, and self-experience towards individual’s 
performance or understanding. A teacher or parent 
can provide information, a peer can provide 
feedback. Peer review requires lot of training of the 
students so that peer review is of high standards 
without unnecessary judgement and it is helpful.

A book can provide information to clarify ideas, a 
parent can provide encouragement, and a learner can 

Abstract

Background: Feedback is recognized as an essential part of the education and emphasized for several 
decades, and still provision of feedback is underutilized.

Methods: Based on the available review of literature and the relevance of it in education, the author reviews 
the process of giving effective feedback to the learners. This review can be utilized as a framework for effective 
communication between the learner and the educators

Results: The review equips the educators to set up the right stage for giving effective feedback in a timely 
manner. It also ensures that the learners take it positively and handles it well in the most efficient way. 

Conclusions: Feedback is an important element in the educational process. It works best when it is timely, 
interactive and specific. 

Keywords:  Effective teaching, Learner, Educator.
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look up the answer to evaluate the correctness of a 
response. Feedback thus is a "consequence" of 
performance and reinforces positive behaviors 
(Hattie J, Timperley H., 2007).

Learners can gain awareness of their strengths and 
areas needing improvement through active 
feedback. Therefore, feedback can go a long way in 
decreasing the gap between their current 
performance and desired performance. Feedback 
may come at different times and in different format 
(long and short). It can be verbal and or as a 
documented report.  Usually the verbal feedback 
works better to increase the performance for 
achieving a short-term goal by the learners (Mann, 
Karen, et al., 2011).

The main difference between feedback and 
evaluation is that the evaluation is a judgment, often 
compared to others, which does not inherently 
improve performance. Feedback is diagnostic 
information used to know what and how to improve.

Types of Feedback

Micro feedback-giving feedback in every step of 
the process. Feedback is more effective when 
delivered after a task when the learner can give it 
their full attention, rather than in the moment when 
their mind is occupied.

Formative-This is timely, specific feedback 
intended to help the learner adjust and improve 
during a curriculum, workshop, program, or 
rotation.

Summative-This is provided at the end of a 
curriculum, workshop, program, or rotation, 
comparing the learner's performance to other 
learners or a standard.

While getting feedback, learners are actively making 
credibility judgements about the feedback and its 
source.  Few learners have intentionally explored 
such judgements to gain a deeper understanding of 
how the process works. Secondly these judgements 
might interact to influence engagement with and 
interpretation of feedback. Therefore, it is very 
important that appropriate stage and environment 
should be created while providing feedback. Telio 

and colleagues extend the empirically validated 
concept of a "therapeutic alliance" to propose the 
"educational alliance" as a framework for enhancing 
feedback in medical education(Weinstein 
DF.,2015).They highlight the importance of source 
credibility, which depends on the teacher-learner 
relationship and alignment of values, the teacher's 
understanding of the learner's role and goals, the 
teacher's direct observation of the learner, and the 
learner's perception of the teacher's good 
intentions(Rudland, Joy, et al., 2015).

The educational alliance is a model for providing 
effective feedback as it places the student in the 
center of the feedback process depend on learner’s 
responsiveness, receptiveness and reflection, whilst 
acknowledging the important role the educator has 
in the quality of feedback. The educational alliance 
framework prompt educators to reconsider feedback 
and explore opportunities for optimizing 
it(Weinstein DF.,2015).

The various components of the effective feedback 
as per Eva KW, Regehr G. (2008)are:

1) Set the stage: Inform ahead of time so that the 
learner is prepared to take feedback.

2) Self-assessment: By the learner is the most 
important step in the feedback process. It is 
recognized as one of the hardest skills, as 
described by Benjamin Franklin in 1750. It 
represents the person’s ability to self-assess for a 
task. Although, it may sound easy to do, the 
literature tells us that we are poor at this skill 
Dunning D, Heath C, Suls JM. (2004). The 
reasons that self-assessment can be difficult due 
to problems in information deficits and memory 
bias, unrealistic optimism, and inadequate 
feedback from others in the past Molloy E, Boud 
D (2013).Improving self-assessment can identify 
weaknesses and improve acceptance of feedback, 
leading to positive changes in behavior and 
performance whereas lack of self-assessment can 
lead to misconception of feedback as a negative 
act, and negative reaction that may prevent a 
productive response.

Feedback in Education
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3) Action plan: The action plan for adult learners 
after the feedback is given are best initiated by 
learners for performance improvement. It is 
conceptualized that it will have stronger impact 
on the learner Gonzalo et al. (2014).

4) Timely-Situations do matter, feedback is 
dependent on the actual situation, and sometimes 
immediate feedback is necessary. While in some 
situations where emotions are involved waiting 
for the right moment is necessary.

5) Encourage ongoing learning and dialogue 
between the educator and the learner.

Conclusion

Rigorous research is needed to gain a better 
understanding of students' expectations of feedback. 
Strategies need to be adopted to meet students' 
expectations and educate students to take an active 
role and reflect on the feedback received.
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Introduction

Throughout their lives, people play many roles: 
parents, siblings, spouse, son/daughter, friend, 
employee, colleague and the list go on. Most people 
try to handle all these roles completely and are able 
to cope with the demands that each role puts on them, 
even when these roles seemingly clash. However, 
work-life conflict occurs when the time and energy 

demands imposed by the many roles a person plays, 
become incompatible with one another. The biggest 
problem faced by working professionals is the 
inability to balance the demands and pressure at 
work and demands and pressure at home front. There 
are two major issues that need to be understand to 
resolve the work-life imbalance happening among 

stWork-Life Balance in 21  Century: Challenges and Solutions 
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Abstract
The highly competitive globalized environment results in increase in job pressure which lead to distract work 
life balances among the employees. Employee job satisfaction and retention linked not only with financial 
constraints. Apart from that there is consequent intention in leaving the organization was employees struggle 
between their work and life. Through experiencing greater work-life balance, individuals report feeling better 
in general (e.g., greater job and life satisfaction) and tend to behave in favorable ways (e.g., lower turnover 
and absenteeism).

Historically, the influx of women in the workplace jumpstarted research into how female employees could 
successfully care for families while working, but today work-life balance is discussed with respect to multiple 
affected groups (e.g., men, single parents). In the modern era of technology and convenience, organizations 
have begun to provide their employees with helpful ways to balance their work and non-work roles through 
benefits like flexible work hours, telecommuting, and so on. However, offering these benefits is not enough; the 
organization and management must stand behind its promotion of healthy work-life balance for employees by 
creating a culture as such and designing policies that support this initiative. Otherwise, employees feel 
pressure to continuously work, which can be perpetuated by mobile devices and constant accessibility of the 
internet that allows employees to transport a workstation wherever they go. 

This research paper explores the work life balance practices and its impact towards employee job satisfaction 
and perception on work life balance. It delivers an analysis of the antecedents to work-life conflict and family-
work conflict among the employees, as well as the resolutions that organizations may gadget to proliferate the 
work-life balance among employees.

Keywords:  Work-life balance, Job satisfaction, Individual approach, Workplace challenges
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today’s professionals: Role overload i.e. having too 
much to do and too little time to do it in limited time 
frame and Role interference i.e. when incompatible 
demands make it difficult, if not impossible, for 
employees to perform all their roles well. Role 
interference in turn consists of two factors i.e. work 
to family interference , where work gets the way of 
family life and family to work interference where 
family demands (such as child or elder care etc.) 

[1]
affects work.  

However, achieving work-life balance may be a 
priority and desire of an individual employee; but, it 
is not his or her sole responsibility to be a lone 
fighter. Employers being the advocates of setting 
norms and conditions at workplace are considered to 
be the facilitators of work-life balance in Digital Era. 
Having a well balanced work life will result in a 
happy, well motivated, committed employee and the 
sign of a poor work life balance include high stress, 
overtime, absenteeism and staff turnover. Career 
success today is defined not only in terms of 
promotions and lucrative assignments but also the 
ability to balance between work and personal life. In 
this regard helping employees to have a healthy 
work-life balance has become a challenge for 
employers and human resource professionals.

Over the past twenty-five years, there has been a 
substantial increase in work which is felt to be due, in 
part, by information technology and by an intense, 
competitive work environment. Long term loyalty 
have been twisted by a performance culture that 
expects more and more from their employees yet 
offers little security in return. This is also 
encouraged by prevailing consumerist culture and 
expanding horizons of the social changes in Indian 
influenced by western culture gives more 
importance to earnings and life style and the low 
value to parenting.

Over the past decade, rises in levels of absenteeism, 
poor health, cardiovascular disease, sexual health 
problems, a weaker immune system and frequent 
headaches, stiff muscles, or backache, poor coping 
skills, irritability, jumpiness, insecurity, exhaustion, 
and difficulty concentrating. There are also increase 
in the level to binge eating, smoking, and alcohol 

consumption. They are all evidence of an unhealthy 
work life balance. According to a recent study for the 
Center for Work-Life Policy, 1.7 million people 
consider their jobs and their work hours excessive 
because of globalization.

What is work-Life balance?

There is no definite definition of work life balance.            
It differs according to the individual perception. 
Followings are some definition given by 
researchers.

• Work-life balance, in its broadest sense, is 
defined as a satisfactory level of involvement or 
‘fit’ between the multiple roles in a person’s life 
(Hudson, 2005). 

• WLBPs are those institutionalized structural and 
procedural arrangements, as well as formal and 
informal practices that make it easier for 
individuals to manage the often-conflicting 
worlds of work and family lives (Osterman, 
1995).

•  WLBPs are increasingly being considered as 
strategic, innovative, crucial and progressive 
(Lambert, 2000; Perry-Smith & Blum, 2000, 
Tenbrunsel et al., 1995).

• Gibson et a. (2006: 197-198) offered two 
explanations regarding the interconnectedness of 
work and life in the organizational setting: (1) the 
compensation effect implies that employees tend 
to compensate for low work or personal life 
satisfaction by seeking contentment in the other 
domain; and (2) the spillover view that indicates 
that job satisfaction spills over into one’s work 
life and vice versa.  

• According to Johnson (2005) the employees’ age, 
lifestyle, and environment play important role in 
one’s perception of work-life balance.

Work-life balance suggests the meaning as “bringing 
equilibrium or stability of both life and work”. 
Moreover, this gives rise to the need to recognize that 
balance can have both an objective and subjective 
meaning and measurement, that it will vary 
according to circumstances and that it will also vary 
across individuals. 
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• Need and importance of the study /Why it needs 
to be studied?

• Women with young ones are the fastest growing 
segment of the work force.

• Eighty-five percent (85%) of all workers have 
family care responsibilities.

• New challenges from the globalization have 
disturbed the Indian life style.

Work life balance practices can be categorized into-

1. Policies: cover the formal & informal ways by 
which employees’ work & leave schedules are 
handled, including part time work, flexi time & 
parental or family leave. 

2. Benefits: Benefits cover different forms of 
compensation that protect against loss of 
earnings, payment of medical expenses & 
sponsored vacation. 

3. Services: Service include onsite or near site 
childcare centers, medical facilities & counseling

The specific expression “work-family balance” was 
first used in UK in late 1970s to define an 
individual’s stability between work life and personal 
life. Work-life balance has always been a concern of 
those interested in the quality of working life and its 
relation to broader quality of life. The pressures of 
work, for those in work, have been intensifying in 
recent decades. Factors such as

• the advances in information technology and 
information load

• the need for speed of response

• the importance attached to quality of customer 
service

Work-life balance policies can assist employees 
achieving a balance between their work and personal 
commitments that is right for them. The policies 
need to be supported by the workplace culture, 
which reflects the beliefs, values and norms of the 
whole of the organization from the CEO to staff 
members. Other important factors in the success of 
work life balance policies include proper 
communication of commitment to the policies to 
existing and future employees, raising awareness of 
the policies, education of managers about the 

importance of policies, and training of managers on 
how to implement these policies.

Research Objectives

The main objective of the work-life balance study 
here is to understand the business benefits of 
improved work-life balance. The main objectives of 
the research are as follows:

• To study the work-life balance issues affecting 
the employees’ life.

• To suggest the suitable measure for perfect 
equilibrium between effective work and life. .

• To study the benefits of work-life balance 
practices to employers and employees.

• To determine Strategic HR initiatives for 
achieving work-life balance.

Work-Life Balance Problems

For an employer it might be difficult to understand 
that whether he is supporting the employees to 
balance their work and life. There are some factors 
that show that the work/life balance is poor. Some of 
these factors are as:  

• Employees are doing a lot of overtime as the 
youth is targeted as they are more energetic and 
young to do any task. In lieu of earning money 
they not get enough time to spend with family and 
it may lead to issues related to personal life even 
health may not support for a long period of time 
to spend on job. 

• High rates of absenteeism or staff sickness.

• High levels of staff turnover.

• Employees taking a lot of time off to deal with 
“emergencies” involving children or other 
dependents.

• High levels of employee stress.

Employees should be made to get recharge as they 
will be working for long hours they need break from 
hectic work schedule. Management should interact 
with people and understand what can be done to keep 
employees happy so that they can be part of 
organization for a long period of time. But should 
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Corporate India meekly accept that? Could they not 
firmly and collectively send the message out that 
their executives are their wealth and should be better 
taken care of? Initiatives like “work from home,” 
flexi-work, etc., have not been successful. People 
who choose that option have become marginalized 
and subtly excluded, with their career clearly nose-
diving. This has forced most of them to give in and 
get back to the mainstream career force or make a 
tough priority decision. I have come across several 
“power women” who chose the work from home 
option. In a few months, they had to admit that it was 
killing their growth in the company. 

There are certain health related issues which are 
arises due to the work/ life imbalances and stress at 
workplace.

a. Health Problems

 The consequences of stressful work are health 
related problems, which eventually leads to 
quitting of job or Quitting the industry. I witness 
high attrition rates of around 30-40% in this 
industry. Some of the health issues are:

1. Tension

2. Sleeplessness 

3. Headaches 

4. Eye-strain

5. Repetitive strain injury (RSI)

6. Voice loss, hearing problems and burn-out.

b. Detachment from the Family

The employees are hardly able to give time for 
their families. Problems become more 
pronounced when they get married. Additional 
responsibilities of running a family demands 
more time and hence eventually people quit the 
industry. Most of the employees work on Indian 
holidays too, which causes frustration. Some 
employees even feel the need for inclusion in the 
family and the society. Hence it is important for 
family members to render support for their young 
sons and daughters and to help them with the 
stress that they are undergoing. 

c. Depression

The gradual realization that there are limited scopes 
in developing a career owing to fewer growth 
opportunities is increasing the frustration levels in 
the organization. Coupled with growing mental 
fatigue and increasingly punishing physical 
environments, depression is the obvious end result. 
Some companies have now devised different stress 
management programs mainly to counter 
depression.

Reasons of imbalance: There are various reasons 
for this imbalance and conflicts in the life of an 
employee. From individual career ambitions to 
pressure to cope up with family or work, the reasons 
can be situation and individual specific. The speed of 
advancement of information technology, the 
increasing competition in the talent supply market 
has led to a “performance-driven” culture creating 
pressures and expectations to performance more and 
better every time. Also, many a times, many people 
find it difficult to say “NO” to others especially their 
superiors. They usually end up over burdening 
themselves  wi th  work .  The  increas ing  
responsibilities on the personal front with age can 
also create stress on personal and professional 
fronts.

Ways to bring Work-Life balance (WLB)

Today, an employee is not looking at their employer 
just a job but they want the company to care for their 
work life balance and their well being. Employees 
tend to feel motivated when they feel that the 
organization is putting extra effort in providing a 
healthy balance between work and life. Motivated 
employees not only enhance the productivity but 
also help creating a positive work environment at 
office. Some organizations have initiatives to 
provide timely assistance to the employees in a crisis 
situation rising out of financial or personal 
problems. Flexible work options is one of the key 
tools for attracting and retaining employees 
especially women employees. Our employees have 
the flexibility to exercise a need based work from 
option as it helps them more in maintaining balance 
between work and home. This benefits includes 
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increased productivity, lower attrition, less number 
of leaves taken, cost savings on infrastructure and of 
course an extremely happy workforce. If a company 
addresses these needs, in addition to providing great 
career opportunities, they can be very successful in 
providing job satisfaction to the employee.

1. Pay: WLB policies must be built around an 
equitable pay programs. So that in future more 
workers may want to participate in the profits of 
the firm.

2. Benefits: Since workers are now better 
organized, educated and vociferous, they 
demand more from the employers all over the 
world-apart from the pay-in the form of social 
security and welfare benefits as matter of right 
which were once considered as part of the 
bargaining process. 

3. Job Security: Conditions in the work 
environment must be created by the employer 
which will give freedom to all the employees and 
free from fear of losing their jobs. A system must 
be created in such away which creates healthy 
working conditions with optimum financial 
security. 

4. Alternative Work Schedules: With a view to 
tackle job boredom, modern organizations have 
been experimenting with several forms of 
alternate work schedules such as four-day work 
week, flexi-time and part-time work. 
Compressed work week is a work schedule made 
between the number of hours worked per day, and 
the number of days worked per week, 10 hours 
each day or three days, 12 hours each day are 
examples of the QWL schedule. In India this is 
being implemented by a few companies 
successfully. 

5. Participation and Democracy: The Quality of 
Work life department implements programs and 
practices that encourage a positive and 
productive work experience at organization. 
QWL services address the key areas of Work-Life 
Balance such as Flexible working options, 
Flextime, Flexi place, compressed work 
schedules, job-sharing, staff recognition and 
awards, health and wellness workshops. Change 
and competition have dramatically increased the 

work demands in the environments. At the same 
time, these pressures have impacted the entire 
Indian organizations workforce. 

These are some points stressed as essential to 
improve the QWL in Indian organizations. Let us see 
how company’s carried QWL programs to overcome 
crisis faced by members of organization. Some of the 
key area of work life balance is discussed below: 

a. Flexible work options: Flexible work options 
respond to significant changes at work and home 
during the past few decades. Some flexible work 
options are: 

i. Flextime: The most requested, easiest to 
manage and the most affordable FWO is 
flextime which offers flexibility in arrival, 
departure and/or lunch times, typically with a 
designated core-time during which all staff 
are present. The Flextime in many companies 
enhances recruitment, reduces stress through 
the ability to better balance work and personal 
responsibilities, reduces paid absences and 
tardiness, reduces turnover, where individuals 
faces a recurring, unresolvable conflict 
between work and a personal responsibility. 
Flextime may offer a solution that enables the 
individual to solve the problem at hand. 

ii. Flex place: This arrangement allows for a 
portion of the job to be performed off-site, on 
a regular, recurring basis. The majority of 
work time is spent at the office and the off-site 
work typically is done at home. It may be the 
most complicated flexible work option to 
arrange since it generally requires electronic 
equipment and technological support. Based 
on operational needs, a Flex place 
arrangement is most appropriate for work 
with clearly defined tasks, measurable work 
activity, and the individual’s presence is not 
required in the work place. The advantages 
are can improve the morale, productivity, 
commitment and retention is possible. 

b. Compressed Work schedules: Compressed 
Work schedules have been promoted as a way to 
extend service hours, reduce shift turnover, or 
maximize an investment in expensive equipment 
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or high-priced office space. Additionally, these 
arrangements have supported time off during 
summer months in order to offer employees more 
week-end leisure time. More recently, these 
arrangements have been seen as a way to comply 
with corporate support for reduced traffic and 
pollution. A traditional 35-40 hour work week is 
condensed into fewer than five days of work. This 
option is more easily applied to non-exempt 
(weekly paid) staff for whom maximum work 
hours are identified, but it is not ruled out for 
monthly paid staff who may work more than 40 
hours during the work week. 

c. Part - time work: Is a regular arrangement for 
between 17.5 and 28 hours a week. This is 
different from a temporary work assignment 
where an employee is expected to have a 
temporary, non-recurring relationship to the 
workplace and does not receive paid time off. 

d. Job Sharing: The time can be split evenly or 
unevenly depending upon the demands of the job 
or the needs of the sharing team. The company 
allows two staff members to share the 
responsibilities of one full-time position. Each 
staff member shares a specific proportion of a 
full-time position. Creative and innovative 
schedules can be designed to meet the needs of 
the job sharers and the office. A Job Share 
arrangement is different from a Part-time 
position which has a workload that can be 
managed within 17.5 to 28 hours a week. 
Working in a shared job also differs from a Part 
Time arrangement in the following ways: 

e. Opportunity for career growth: The work 
should provide career opportunities for 
development of new abilities and expansion of 
existing skills on a continuous basis.

f. Balance of work and personal life: There 
should be proper balance between work life and 
personal life of workers. The demands of work 
such as late hours, frequent travel, and quick 
transfers are both psychologically and socially 
very costly and detrimental to QWL. 

g. Social relevance of work: Work should not be a 
source of material and psychological satisfaction 

but a means of social welfare. An organization 
that has a greater concern for social causes like 
pollution, consumer protection, national 
integration, employment, etc., can improve the 
QWL. 

h. Social intergration in work force: The worker 
should be made to feel a sense of identity with the 
organization and develop a feeling of self-
esteem, Openness, trust, sense of community 
feeling, scope for upward mobility, equitable 
treatment are essential for this purpose. 

i. Constitutionalization in work organization: 
QWL provides constitutional protection to the 
workers. Management action can be challenged. 
Constitutional protection is provided to workers 
on such matters like free speech, equity and due 
process. 

Benefits to the Employers and Employees

1. Benefits to the employers: - Followings are the 
benefits that are being researched by various 
academicians and researchers.

Work-life balance practices-

• reduced staff turnover 

• lower recruitment and training costs, due to 
decreased turnover

• reduced absenteeism due to higher levels of well 
being

• gaining a reputation as a good employer or an 
employer of choice

• Improved recruitment and retention rates 

• reduced stress levels amongst staff 

• improved morale and job satisfaction

• greater staff loyalty and commitment

• improved productivity

• reduced absenteeism

2. Employees Benefits: - 

• b e i n g  e f f e c t i v e l y  m a n a g e  m u l t i p l e  
responsibilities at work, home and in the society 
without any stress
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• reduced stress levels and higher levels of well 
being

• control over time management in meeting work 
life commitments

• autonomy to make decisions regarding work life 
balance

• Increased focus, motivation and job satisfaction, 
knowing that family and work commitments are 
being met.

• Increased job security from the knowledge that 
an organization understands and supports 
workers with family responsibilities

• Increased employee engagement 

• Increased employee commitment 

Strategic HR Initiatives for Achieving 
Work-Life Balance

Achieving work-life balance is a pride possession of 
a professional; however this is not a sole 
responsibility of him. Employers being the 
advocates of setting the norms and conditions at 
workplace are considered to be the facilitators of 
employee work-life balance. Osterman, (1995) has 
s ta ted  work- l i fe  ba lance  programs  as ,  
“institutionalized structural and procedural 
arrangements, as well as formal and informal 
practices that makes it easier for individuals to 
manage conflicting worlds of work and family 
lives”. Employers can plan their work-life balance 
programs in three major categories: policies, 
benefits and services. Policies cover the formal and 
informal ways by which employee’s work and leave 
schedules are handled, including part-time work, 
flexi-time and parental/family leave. Benefits cover 
forms of compensation that protect against loss of 
earnings, payment of medical expenses and 
sponsoring a vacation. Services include on-site or 
near-site childcare centers, medical facilities and 
counseling. They have stated that, keeping the 
changing scenario in mind, present day 
organizations are just not restricting themselves to 
the mandatory welfare practices stipulated by law, 
but they are becoming more conscious towards the 
need and growth of their employees, their families 

and society as a whole. Analysis of interview with 
some of the Indian HR managers working in 
manufacturing, IT and Telecom sectors in India have 
said that the MNCs have come up with initiatives to 
offer provisions such as flexi-time, paid paternity 
leave, childcare facilities and tools such as video 
conferencing to reduce commuting to office. At the 
same time, there are a handful of establishment’s 
inspite of recognizing the productive benefits about 
work-life balance programs have not taken any 
formal initiatives. The slow and differential HR 
policy response in India as compared to western 
countries can be attributed to the political ideologies, 
slow pace of change in socio-demographic structure, 
attitude of employers and lack of empirical studies 
showing the impact of such initiative in 
organizational performance. Nevertheless, the range 
of work-life balance programs varies across 
organizations and adoption and effective utilization 
of such provisions are contingent on many cultural, 
organizational and individual factors. There is still a 
long way to go when work-life balance programs 
will become strategic HR initiatives in most 
organizations.

Conclusion

Work-life balance and employee engagement 
becomes a visible benchmark among high 
performing organizations that reap the economic and 
reputational benefits of being publicly recognized as 
a “best place to work” or an “employer of choice”. 
Understanding the work and personal life are not two 
independent spheres of life and that the debate on 
work life integration involves employers and 
working families and understanding their available 
work-life options. Building an organizational 
culture that supports through changing the way 
people think and talk about their work-life balance 
so that using flexible working options and other 
work-life initiatives becomes accepted and normal 
for everyone regardless of their gender, seniority 
within the organization or personal commitments. 

An organization which encourages work-life 
balance policies and practices will win the benefits 
of augmented employee engagement and also a 
positive outcome is dependent on a workplace 
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culture that is supportive of using work-life 
initiatives. Some organizations are working on 
balancing the work-life of employees and measure to 
be taken to solve complexities of workers in 
workplace and how to solve this problem using time 
management and employees can manage their 
personal life and professional life smoothly. Today’s 
organizations are all about working with 24*7 and 
stress will be involved with work and mental 
stability will be a prime concern for employers so as 
how to make people work efficiently.
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Introduction

Disruptive technology is the innovation that uproots 
the established technology, product or service that 
spawns a new industry. Disruptive technology can 
be simultaneously destructive and creative because 
old products are replaced by new products created 
using technology advancements. It has the power to 
change the way we work, think, live and behave. The 
term disruptive technology is mostly used to 
describe gadgets and electronics, but it can also be 
applied to the concept of services. Twenty year ago, 
the world had never heard about online shopping or 
digital marketing but today they play a vital role in 
many organizations. Online penetration has 

completely altered the way businesses or the entire 
industry operates. Harvard Business School 
professor Clayton M. Christensen was the first 
person who coined this term in his 1997 best-selling 
book “The Innovator’s Dilemma”. He separated the 
new technology into two categories: sustaining and 
disruptive and defined it as a new technology which 
appeals to a limited audience (Rouse, 2016).

Few examples of disruptive technologies are: 

i. The personal computer displaced the typewriter 
and forever changed the way we work and 
communicate.
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ii. The windows operating system’s which has 
combination of affordability and user friendly 
interface which was instrumental in the rapid 
development of the personal computing industry 
in 1990s

iii. Emails which transformed the way we 
communicate displacing letter-writing and 
disrupted the postal industries

iv. Smart phones largely replace cell phones and 
PDAs because of the availability of apps. And 
these applications disrupted: pocket cameras, 
MP3 players, calculators among many other 
possibilities.

v. Digital marketing which has changed the 
advertising and promotion world by segmenting 
the market by doing affiliate marketing.

Some of the technologies which produce great 
disruption in business and global economy are: 
(Forbes Technology Council, 2018)

Wireless sensor network – these are spatially 
autonomous sensors which monitor and captures 
physical environment condition like temperature, 
pressure, sound etc. The data is then sent through 
network to main location for controlling. These 
sensors can be used in healthcare monitoring, 
defense, air pollution, landslide detection and water 
quality control. These sensors have significant 
added value in the economics, people and business 
models.

Cloud – the use of computer hardware & software 
resources to deliver convenient on-demand network 
access and services over the internet to share the pool 
of configurable computer devices. Cloud can prove 
to be immense help in the big data analytics and 
mobile computing as compared to other traditional 
alternative of information technology infrastructure. 
Other uses of the cloud are file storage, disaster 
recovery, potential use of technology in IT, cloud 
bases backup, banking and education.

Commoditized Artificial Intelligence – advanced 
artificial intelligence and machine learning 
techniques can be developed in few hours using open 
source frameworks. AI is becoming more pervasive 
and ubiquitous than before. Software is becoming 
smarter and is capable to do multiple tasks such as 

natural language processing, computer vision and 
recommender system. These tasks are carried out 
with ease like developing a Content Management 
System.        

Internet of things – IOT is the system of identifiable 
objects and their virtual representations like- 
gadgets, structure, and different things which are 
inserted with the electronics, sensors, software and 
network connectivity, which empowers in the 
gathering and exchange of information.

Automation of knowledge work – this means the 
utilization of computers to perform activities that 
depend on the complex analysis and creative 
problem solving. This not only extent computing 
into new domains but also make new connections 
between knowledge workers and machines. 
Through this a manager could simply ask to provide 
the information and this help them potentially to 
provide them quick access to information and raise 
the quality, decision and performance.

Chatbots, augmented reality, augmented analytics, 
Blockchain technology, voice assistant tech 
integration, 3-D printing etc. are various other trends 
of technology disruptions.

Disruptive technology has created a big uproar in the 
marketing world. The rapid evaluation of the 
technology has sifted the consumer behavior and 
expectation with it. This has led to an exponential 
growth and relative cost reduction for the 
organization. Disruptive technologies have forced 
even the wellestablished brands to come out of their 
comfort zone and to reinvent business for gaining 
competitive advantage (Culclasure, 2016). 

Different ways by which inclusion of disruptive 
technologies enhances marketing are:

Customer Relationship: Disruptive technology help 
brands in tailoring their message across all media. 
This enhances the reach of marketing to wide 
consumer base. Marketing team  acknowledge that 
consumers are now looking for a meaningful and 
personalized experience at the brand awareness 
stage and throughout the entire brand journey. 
Brands clearly define customer journey and use of 
appropriate marketing automation tools for each 
steps in the process is sure to promise wide and 
global consumer base. 
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Informed decision making: Companies are 
leveraging the benefits of data analytics, using both 
unstructured and structured data to uncover valuable 
trends, opportunities, and consumer insights. New 
analytics tools make it possible to analyze 
sophisticated text based data, which can include 
anything from online reviews to emails. Advantages 
of investment on analytics results includes easy 
capturing of customer behavioral trends, identifying 
areas for improvement in products and services, 
glean insights about customer needs etc.

This research paper has analyzed and identified 
important contributors for lead generation and 
conversion. The research work was carried out in an 
organization that is using digital marketing which is 
one of the disruptive methods in marketing. 

Literature Review

Digital marketing is the technique of marketing 
which involves the use of electronic medium like 
internet, social media, websites etc. in order to carry 
out marketing activities. Digitization and 
digitalization has led to the growth of digital 
marketing. The customers prefer to buy products and 
services online and the organizations try to get more 
number of customers by attracting them through 
different techniques of digital marketing such as: 

• Email marketing

• Social media marketing

• Search engine optimization

• Content marketing

• Pay per click advertising

It is a myth that adoption of digital marketing will 
increase customer base and sales. Detailed pre-
adoption analysis is a must to identify the suitability 
of digital marketing for business operations. Online 
purchase of goods and services by customers 
depends on various parameters like occupation, 
gender, possession of social media account, 
preference of landing pages for information retrieval 
etc. The need of adoption of digital marketing 
technique and the need for the parameter 
identification is also discussed by various journals 
articles.  

Brand advocacy and brand bonding is considered as 
new parameter in consumer purchase decision in the 
digital world. It also has impact on the various 
industries like Automobile, Retail & Clothing, 
mobile and handset etc. (Guptaet.al., 2017). Social 
media marketing (SMM) techniques is becoming 
increasingly important as the organisations are 
increasing their investment in this section. A 6-stage 
model of SMM analysis includes setting evaluation 
objectives, identifying key performance indicator, 
identifying matrices, data collection and analysis, 
report generation and management decision making 
(Keegan & Rowley, 2017). The banking sector is the 
one of the most benefitted sector of disruption. E-
banking environment is rapidly spreading. E-client 
is well educated and their needs are constantly 
changing. They have access to lots of information 
and have the power of choice. A model to create 
target group of clients or segmentation with 
likelihood to increase their relationship with banks 
along with identification of crucial factor in 
marketing decision making is  provided 
(Sanaderet.al.,2017). 

Reconceptualization of internal marketing (IM) 
using multi-stakeholder perspectives by exploring 
experiences and opinions of those directly affected 
by internal marketing are essential. Exploration of 
dyadic perspectives within IM and access the 
applicability of key concept of channel 
management, transposing them from the supply 
chain into an internal marketing context is required 
for the understanding the digital inclusion in 
marketing processes (Brown, 2017). The 
advancement of technology and the utilization of 
information and communication technology 
changed the way by which market research is 
conducted. The scientific technology contribution 
helps on the focused identification of innovative 
research methodology and techniques, which will be 
highly acceptable in the process of market research 
in future.Prediction of changes that are going to 
affect the development of market research in the near 
future and analysis based on the current status is 
essential to make smooth transition into digital 
world (Žák, Š, 2015). The use of digital marketing 
techniques in food sector is also analyzed. 
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The research is based on number, reach, nature of 
energy-dense and nutrient-poor food and beverage 
marketing on Facebook. Content analysis of 
promoting techniques employed by 27 most popular 
food and beverages brand in Australia, and 19 
marketing contents and data were collected from the 
day each pages launched.The result also stated that 
all the food and beverages brand pages in the final 
sample were classified as high in calories dietary 
choices, which are high in calories but low in 
nutritional value. Findings also suggested that web 
pages are most commonly liked by those who are 
aged between18 and 24 (Freeman, et.al.,2014))

Sentiment analysis is the task of finding the opinions 
of authors about the specific entities. When a person 
wants to buy a product online, his decision-making 
process is generally affected by the opinions formed 
by thoughts leaders and ordinary people The 
research also discussed several algorithms that aim 
to solve the research problems within the field of 
sentimental analysis and also found that many of the 
commercial sentimental analysis system still use 
simplistic techniques in order to avoid the challenges 
related to this area (Feldman, 2013). Most of the 
businesses, organizations and brands are adopting 
social media marketing techniques to create news, 
make friends, connections, followers and build 
communities in the virtual space. This research 
showsthatsocial media is still new but some 
organizations are using it as a platform to enjoy the 
benefits of social media campaigns. Findings have 
also concluded that South African businesses are 
using social media for basically three things like 
digital promotion, customer care and content 
distribution (Dateling& Bick, 2013).

Research Methodology

The research is conducted on the marketing 
techniques of an IT company which provides ERP 
solutions, SAP services, mobility services, oracle 
retail solution, Business Intelligence services, cloud 
services. Various business process of the company 
are:

• SAP - Consulting administrations from process 
counseling, usage to help and facilitate.

• Mobility – Consulting administrations 

incorporate Mobile innovation methodology, 
Business andTechnical design, Project 
Implementation, Implementation administration.

• Oracle Retail – As a confided in Oracle gold 
a c c o m p l i c e ,  t h e y  g i v e  c o u n s e l i n g  
administrations identified with usage and support 
to retail clients.

• IT Infrastructure – Consulting administrations 
range incorporates IT procedure and plan,

• System Management Server (SMS), IT benefits 
administration, Program administration.

• Business Intelligence – Consulting under 
Business Intelligence (BI) incorporates DW and 
BI

• Strategy Consult ing,  Enterprise Data 
Architecture, Corporate Performance

The survey for the research was conducted based on 
data collected from social media platforms like 
LinkedIn, Facebook, Whatsapp, Instagram and also 
through emails. An online questionnaire was made 
and floated on to different social media platforms. 
Various parameters collected are user name, age, 
gender, occupation, possession of social media 
account, preferred social media, preferred search 
engine, online purchase behavior, review before 
purchase, knowledge of digital marketing 
techniques, email usage etc. Another set of data is 
also gathered about page views, impressions and 
conversion from leads to customer.

I. The research is carried out by using chi-square 
test in order to identify the dependency of online 
purchase on gender, occupation, social media 
account, and search pages.

• Type of Data used: Primary data

• Data collection Instrument: Online 
questionnaire

• Sampling Technique: Convenience sampling

• Sample size: 193 responses

• Data Analysis tool: Excel analytics –chi-
square test

II. Regression is also used to identify the model to 
predict the page views based on impressions for 
different social media platforms.
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• Type of Data used: Secondary data

• Data collection Instrument: Data is collected 
using the online analytics tools for Facebook, 
Twitter and LinkedIn.

• Period of data collection: 1 month 

• Data Analysis tool: Excel analytics 
–Regression

III.The data is also analyzed by calculating the 
conversion rate of visits to lead for different 
digital marketing techniques.

• Type of Data used: Secondary data

• Data collection Instrument: Data is collected 
using the online analytics tools for direct 
traffic, Social media, Organic search, email 
marketing, paid search, referrals.

• Period of data collection: 6 months 
consolidated data

• Data Analysis tool: Excel 

Data Analysis and Results

I. Identification of parameters for target marketing

Identification of the dependency of online purchase 
on different parameters like gender, occupation, 
customers having social media account and landing 
page of the search engine is carried out first. This will 
help to extract important areas on which marketing 
needs to be targeted. Chi-Square test is conducted on 
the data collection. As the values are categorical, 
contingency table is created and the test is 
conducted. The compiled data of online purchase 
based on gender is given in table 1. The other tables 
2, 3 and 4 show the compiled data of occupation, 
social media account and search engine pages. 

Hypothesis is framed as 

H0®there is no relation that exists between online 
purchase and other parameters 

Ha®there is existence of relation between them. 

Depending on the p-value of the chi-square tests 
with a level as 0.05, the null hypothesis is either 
accepted or rejected.

Table 1: Online purchase & Gender

Table 2: Online purchase & Occupation

Table 3: Online purchase & Social media account

Table 4: Online purchase & Landing               
Search pages

The p-value of the chi-square tests conducted on the 
above tables are 0.03, 7.56E-05, 3.87E-07, 0.03 
respectively. The null hypothesis is thus rejected as 
all values are less than a value of 0.05 and hence 
there is dependency of online purchase on gender, 
occupation, social media account, and search pages. 
This provides the areas where marketing needs to be 
targeted.

II. Prediction of page views based on impressions

As the relations between online purchases and 
various parameters are established there is a need to 
identify the relationship between impressions on the 
web pages and page views. The page views can 
further be converted into leads and customers. 
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Gender

Male

Female

Yes

119

59

No

6

9

Occupation 

Student

Working

Business

Ex- Servicemen

Home-maker

Yes

106

70

0

1

1

No

8

5

2

0

0

Gender

Male

Female

Yes

177

1

No

12

3

Landing Page

1st page only

1-2 pages

1-3 pages

1-4 pages

1-5 pages

Yes

71

72

18

7

10

No

5

6

0

0

4
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Linear regression is used to identify a model to 
represent the dependency of page views on 
impression. The same is also used to predict the 
future page views based on impressions. The work is 
carried out for various social media sites like 
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. The statistics given 
below shows the stability of the model using 
Multiple R value which also indicates the 
acceptability of the model. 

From the above statistics result it is evident that the p 
value is very much less than the alpha level of 0.05 
and the model is significant. The residual plots 
shown in figure 1 indicate that the linear regression 
model is appropriate as there are no residuals in any 
model.

III.Conversion Rate 

Following the target marketing parameter 
identification and linear regression model 
generation to predict page visits based on 
impression, the conversion rate is calculated. The 
conversion rate of page visits to leads is calculated 
for the different techniques of digital marketing such 
as direct traffic, email marketing, organic search, 
paid search, referrals and social media. Figure 2 
shows the conversion rates of various digital 
marketing techniques.
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Regression Statistics for Facebook impression

0.890958521

30 Intercept

FB Impression 

Co-efficient

0.282896

0.016028

P-Value

4.176E-11

Multiple R

Observations

Regression Statistics for LinkedIn impression

0.97241738

30 Intercept

FB Impression 

Co-efficient

-0.299434

0.012957

P-Value

3.053E-19

Multiple R

Observations

Regression Statistics for Twitter impression

0.868789445

30 Intercept

FB Impression 

Co-efficient

-0.44525

0.042610

P-Value

4.835E-10

Multiple R

Observations
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Conversion rate

Social Media
Referrals

Paid Search
Organic Search

Email Marketing
Direct Traffic

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Direct

Traffic

Email
Marketing

Organic
Search

Paid Search Referrals
Social
Media

Conversion rate 1% 28% 1% 1% 1%10%

Table 5: Conversion rate of digital marketing 
techniques

Figure 2: Conversion rate of digital marketing 
techniques

The conversion rate for email marketing is the 
highest for the company in comparison to other 
marketing techniques. Hence it is adjudged as is the 
most efficient digital marketing technique.

Conclusion & Future Scope

The analysis results show that there is dependency of 
online purchase of customers on different 
parameters. Hence before starting digital marketing 
the companies should focus on these parameters. 
This will help organizations to get maximum 
customers by promoting the products to those target 
marketing. The companies should also focus on 
getting maximum impressions for their posts on 
different social media platforms by increasing their 
reach. Hence the company will be able to get more 
page views because the analysis results shows that 
there is a positive relationship between the 
impressions and page views. The company should 
prefer email marketing the most because the analysis 
of 6 months data of visits vs. leads shows that 
conversion rate of visits to lead is highest for email 

marketing in comparison to other digital marketing 
techniques. 
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As evident from the above quote of Renee West, One 
needs to strategically think about company's number 
one resource: its people. In this book, authors 
provides the HR profession with the next step by 
providing intriguing decision making metrics 
surrounding the optimization of talent acquisition 
and development. To do this, they give a new 
decision science approach- Talentship. Through 
talentship, you move far beyond the merely reactive 
mindset of planning and budgeting of headcount and 
hiring and retaining talent. The authors clearly 
illustrate through practical examples how HR 
professionals with understanding of this could 
provide revolutionary possibilities with regard to 
their talent process and operational strategies.

Using examples from companies like Disney, 
Boeing, SAS, Starbucks and Corning, authors 
exhibit how HR professionals influence making 
decisions strategically. They also draw on leading 
research in strategy, economics and organizational 
theory to provide a compelling new vision for HR's 
in the future. 

The authors convincingly argue that applying a 
scientific logic to the resource of talent in a similar 
way to that which had occurred in the accounting and 
marketing disciplines would enable organizations 
competing for talent to refocus on reforming talent 

based decisions. This is further explained in the 
'Optimization theme'.
Boudreau and Ramstad argue that too often talent 
investments are centered on the maximization of 
workforce attribute such as engagement, learning 
and performance. The authors stress that this view 
point is way far different than that of the operational 
ddecionswher we need to 'optimise' rather than 
'maximise'. Decision science approach in talent 
management requires to shift the attention to 
acquisition and development of talent in alignment 
with where  it matters most to their strategic success.

The proposal of 'talent segmentation' is a new and 
lucid idea which should be constituted by core talent 
decision in the organization. The authors provide the 
real life examples exemplifying how various 
common assumptions or approaches to talent 
management may require thinking as the HR 
profession transforms into a decision science 
approach. The authors rightly include the 'zeitgeist' 
surrounding talent management and the war for 
talent by reframing the decision making process to 
provide a realistic picture of the talent segmentation 
importance. The authors put forward that critical 
success factors for future competitiveness will be 
found by selecting which talent wars to win by 
clearly distinguishing what is important from what is 
'pivotal.'

Book Review

Boudreau, J. W., & Ramstad, P. M. (2007). Beyond HR: The new science of human capital. Boston, Mass: 
Harvard Business School Publication.

Human Resource is considered to be the strategic partners by today’s corporate world, considering its 
advantage which it lends to the company to have a distinctive competitive edge in the market. This makes 
companies think, if their talent strategy gives them a unique advantage. 

“You can have the best strategy and the best building in the world, but if you don’t have the hearts and minds of 
the people who work with you, none of it comes to life.” Renee West, Luxor and Excalibur Hotel. 
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The identification of 'pivot points' and subsequent 
acquisition and development of pivotal talent is 
defined as “where specific improvements in talent 
and and organization performance will most 
enhance sustainable strategic success.” Building on 
this argument, authors put forward the idea that 
organizations need to search deep for this pivotal 
talent and learn to make rather manage the 
disproportionate investments in talent in place of 
scattered investment funds.

A strong point of 'Beyond HR' is that it is 
systematically organized around a framework that 
clearly puts forward the connectivity between HR 
practices, its effect on workforce leading to the 
subsequent strategic success of the organization. It 
provides  a break through framework to manage 
talent, not just performa HR functions but applied 
business discipline to traditional HR functions in 
innovative ways, and acts as an eye opener to the vast 
future possibilities. It is an impeccable illustration of 
HR professionals vision as the strategic resource of 
an organization.

The book is of immense use for corporate 
professionals irrespective of their area of expertise 
and function as human resource is what they need to 
deal with. Also the academicians can make use of it 
to build the innovative framework of strategic HR 
and equip the future managers with this knowledge. 
Researchers can benefit a lot by the novel concepts 
and ideas given in the book. Researchers can benefit 
a lot from the novel and innovative framework in 
place of traditional framework. The book is a must 
read for students and any individual associated with 
the field of HR.

Book Review

Dr. Babita Bhati
Assistant Professor,

Army Institute of Management & Technology
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Great at work, a 2018 business book from the author 
of Collaboration, and co-author of Great By Choice 
(the sequel to Good to Great) Morten T. Hansen is a 
book about, how top performers do less, work better, 
achieve more and how most and why some people 
are more productive than others. The book explores 
the best ways to maximise your productivity and 
your capability, backed by tons of actual research.

So basically this book outlines seven steps into how 
to be more productive;

First Step: Do less, then obsess; Try to be much 
focused in what you’re doing, go deep and try to 
eliminate as many distractions as possible. In other 
words, the top performers in our society do less 
volume of activities and more concentrated effort.

Second Step: Redesign your work; Try to find in 
different ways to solve the problems you need to 
solve. Try to be creative about solving your problems 
on a daily basis.

Third Step: Measure yourself and get feedback; 
When you try something, make sure that you 
measure your work outcomes and then see that 
feedback to yourself and improve your process.

Fourth Step: Find passion and purpose; You need to 
find whatever you do, why are you doing it, what’s 
your passion and the purpose of your job and you can 
find that on any different type of jobs. You just have 
to look in different ways and how you benefit and 
how others are benefits from your work.

Fifth Step: Be a champion by showing not telling; 
Don’t just tell people what to do just show them how 
to do it and make sure that you project that purpose 
and the passion that you have for work. That will 
ignite your team and co-workers to perform better.

Sixth Step: Fight for your ideas but unite with the 
team when decision is made; When you want to 
discuss topics or the ways you want the project to 
proceed, everyone in your team should be open to 

advocate their own point of view but when you have 
decided and when you has a team, listen to all the 
opinions. You have to unite as a team to be following 
the decision that you came up with.

Seventh Step: Collaborate around results not just for 
the sake of collaboration; You don’t want to over 
collaborate or under collaborate i.e. you don’t want 
to collaborate for the sake of cooperation. You want 
to make sure that you measure the results of 
cooperation, what are the ends of the result. Make 
sure you put goals which are concrete, measurable 
and unifying and in this way you can focus on 
achieving your goal and not just to be focusing on 
collaboration for the sake of cooperation.

Each chapter contains questions and key insights to 
allow you to assess your own performance and 
determine your work strengths, as well as your 
weaknesses. Once you understand your individual 
style, there are mini-quizzes, questionnaires, and a 
strategy to become a more productive worker. 
Extensive, accessible, and friendly, Great at Work 
will help you achieve more by doing less.

I recommend you to read the book to get the whole 
insights. I hope it will inspire you too!

Jayashree Mohanty
Student,
Army Institute of Management & Technology

Book Review

Hansen, M. T. (2018). Great at Work: How Top Performers Do Less, Work Better, and Achieve More. New 
York, Publisher: Simon & Schuster.
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